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802 Cattle Condemned in 1907.
The annual report of the Maine Cattle
Commissioners, Hon. P. O. Beat of Ban·
gor, Hon. Frank S. Adams of Bowdoinham, and Hon. John M. Deering of
Saco, on the contagious diseases of animals, which was recently tiled, state*
that during the past year there have
been condemned and destroyed by the
commissioners 802 cattle, 6S horses and
The
56 sheep, making a total of 920.
average cost of cattle and horses, includof
cost
condemnation,
disinfection,
ing
testing pure bloods and all other ex
peuses was $37.33; the owner received
$25.02 per animal and the average cost
of condemnation and disinfection was

Telephone Connection».

L.

(or this

Hammond, Açitcultura!

Attorney at Law,
Norway, Me.
Kyereoo Block,

^

rates

as

priucipal

low as other lines.

All cargo, except Live Stock, is insured against tire and marine risk.
J. F. L1SCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, Me.

Cord Wood,
Slab Wood,

Edgings,
Stove Wood and

125,346 95.
The report further says:
"The report of 190ό and 1906 showed
oot of the number of grade cattle tested
with tuberculin, six per cent were

diseased: out of the number of pure
bloods, tested with tuberculin, 20 per
cent were
diseased. During the year
1907, there were tested with tuberculin (including both grades and pure
bloods.) 20,000 head, and S02 were condemned, or four per cent diseased.
This shows a large reduction from the
last report, which is gratifying to the
commissioner, and no doubt will be to
the dairymen of the state.
"There were over 9,(XX) cattle sold in
Brighton during the year 1907, and
Massachusetts demands that all cows
offered for sale for milking purposes
shall be submitted to the tuberculin
test, and only forty were reported back
to the Maine commissioners.
"Our law does not give the cattle
commissioners any control over sanitary
conditions, except where contagious
disease is found. We wish to draw
your attention to the item in the report
as to the
average cost of condemning
cattle, $12 31 each. This means the
testing of bluebloods, whether diseased
cattle that were found
or not, grade
diseased, suspicious cases attended to
and found not to be diseased, disinfecting premises where disease was found,
traveling expenses, office expenses, cattle commissioners' salaries, and expenses
of every name and nature except the
actual money paid to the owner of the
It is the average expense upon
animal
each animal.
"It was hard to separate the expenses
of disinfection from other expenses but
it is safe to say that one-third of the
total expense was for that purpose, as
where the tie-up was found unsuitable
for disinfection, the commissioners
would recommend the removal of the
old and dilapidated and the building of
smooth work, and allow the
new and
party from $5 to $25 to encourage him
to do the work and have a more modern
and better ventilated tie-up and in
adopting this new rule we have increased our expense per animal 17 cents each
from the last report.
"Maine is expending a large amount
of money yearly to foster and protect its
dairy interests, and it is well equipped
with different departments to carry on
the different lines of work. First, we
have a commissioner of agriculture,
then we have a dairy instructor, a board
of cattle commissioners and all working
along different lines, but in harmony
with one another. Then we have a
dairy association with a large membership consisting of the leading dairvmen
of the state, and the heads of different
departments are ready and willing at all
times to carry out the suggestions and
the sentiments of tbe associations as far
as the law will permit, and we think we
voice the sentiments of the dairy association when we say: They want better
herds, better sauitary conditions, better
cream, better butter and healthy herds.
The demand for our products and the
prices that they command indicate that
conditions are growing better all along
the line."
The financial statement accompanying
the report is as follows: Cash on hand,
Dec. 1, 1900, «177 50: received from the
sta'e treasurer (liKKJ deficiency.) $2S,814 75; received from the state treasurer
(1007 business) $25.000 00, making a
total of $53.999 31; paid on cattle'on
account of 1900 deficiency, $22,071 75;
paid on expenses on account of 19<K5 deficiency, $5,919 20; paid on cattle on
acount of 1907 business, $16 340 00; paid
on expenses of 1907 business, $8.S>07 35.
During tbe past year there were condemned and
destroyed at Brighton,
Mass., 40 cattle for which the commissioners paid $995 00.—Turf, Farm
and Home.

Go-Well Farm Notes.
We recently called at Go-Well Farm,
Professor Gowell
Orono, and found
actively engaged in shipping egg* and
Htock. His advertisement in the Farmer
and other papers bring* him many replies and he has been sending birds to
all parts of the country, even to the
in Chicago
I'aotic coast. One man
bought 50 pullets and several male
birds. At the time we were there he
four cockerels to three
«is shipping

New England states.
His hens were in fine condition and
we
As
passed
laying splendidly.
through eacb of the 20 pens in the main
house, we glanced at the daily record
sheets. Each pen contains an even hundred layers and seldom was a day's pen
record as low as 50, most of them being
above 60.
Maine.
South Paris,
Besides the 2000 pullet* and hens here,
Professor Gowell had 3(H) others, scattered 16 in a pen in colony bouses. His
total egg yield some days ago had reached about 1400 daily and these were beFOR
ing shipped to a big lioston concern.
Professor Gowell has this year completed another hen-house, open front
plan, 20x150 feet, which is something of
It is partially underan experiment.
it quickly absorbed.
ground. Pacing the South, it sets into
Gi.es Relief at Once.
Thus
a hill sloping toward the East.
It cleanses, soothes,
the east end is on the ground level and
L-uls and protects
the west end sets in an excavation. The
the diseased uiemwindows and open front sections are
Iriae resulting from Catarrh and drives
about four feet from the Hoor and the
away aCold iu the Head quickly. Restores earth is banked
right up against the
the S»-uses of Taste and StnelL Full siae
both front and back, coming to
outside,
mail.
.10 cts. at Druggists or by
Liquid
the bottom of the windows and nearly
Cream Balm for use in atomizers 75 cts.
the eaves.
Llv Brother*, ."(· Warren Str**-t, New York. to
This would seem to give a maximum
of warmth and Professor Gowell thinks

Coal at
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new

Lot

The best of
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No
bing promptly attended to.
charge for team.
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For elzteen year· I have fltte«l glane» to tie
fecave eye· an<l nothing el··— that make· me <
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and If ycu want expert advto· In regarrt to th«
same, come to the man who U a «peclallrt, wtM
doe· one thing only. No charge for aye examl η
atlona
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Pomological Work for 1908.
At a recent meeting of the executive

of the Maine State Pomological Society, the work for 1907 wae
concluded and plane made for the comcommittee

on practical agricultural topic
Correspondence
ing
U solicited.
Address all communication· In-
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We Do all Kind· «T....
JOB PRINTING.
Atwood 4 F orbe·, South Perl*

Mis Courtship

season.

The principal subjects under consideration were the adoption of a standard box and barrel, laws regulating the
packing and marking of fruit, co-operation in the handling of fruit, and ways
and means of increasing the membership of the society.
The need of a standard box and barrel
has long been felt among the leading
apple growers of our state. Every one
understands the situation and wishes to
We are now putting our
see a change.
fruit on the market in various styles of
packages and are reaping a just, but
rather unsatisfactory reward. We can
but realize what a great benefit it would
be to growers, commission men, and consumers alike to have all fruit shipped in
a uniform style package.
The standard box and barrel is only
half the story, for we must have to go
with these, laws regulating the sorting,
packing and marking of fruit. We
should have certain fixed grades and
certain uniform marks to distinguish
them. We do not mean to enact laws
which will compel every grower to sort
and pack his apples according to standard rules, throwing away all that do not
Evcome up to the fixed high grades.
ery man should have the right to put
such fruit on the market, as he desires,
while common fruit should not bear the
stamp of a fancy article. This way, so
often practiced, of marking everything
with a "Fancy" is all wrong and undoubtedly is our greatest drawback in
the foreign markets.
Co-operation is something we are coming to and the sooner the better. Farmers
are more and more clubbing together in shipping, each putting in a
few barrels to make up a full car, thus
saving freight. This is only the first
step of co-operation along more extensive lines. Why should we not form
stock companies, build us cold storage
plants of some sort, haul our apples to
this building, have them all packed by
the same person, shipped and sold under
the name of the co-operative society?
The man who wishes to build up an
especial market for his own fruit could
have a private mark of his own, which
could also be added. Those apples not
fit to be put on the market might be
canned or ground into cider at the plant,
owned by the co-operative society. In
this way nothing is lost or wasted, and
the best prices obtained for all grades.
Such societies have been formed in
other places and are a great help to
communities and individuals.
It is to work along these lines that the
Pomological Society will give especial
attention in the coming season.
The Maine State Pomological Society
ie the one society in Maine, which has
for its object the formation of the fruit
growing industry. The apple crop in
the state this year has been estimated at
2,000,U00 barrels and there are probably
over 10,000 men in the state who are
actively interested in apple culture, yet
but comparatively very few belong to
the Pomological Society. The society,
to do the work for which it is Intended,
needs the help of every intelligent fruit
grower in the state. Let every man
with even a small orchard think that
this is his society, organized for bis
good, and if it falls short of its highest
possibilities, the fault lies first with him
for not being an active member.—William J. Kicker in Maine Farmer.
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By McCLURE.

KINROSS'

Miss Wolcott was at ber sumhome and would be there
until late in the autumn.
Ile had time ou bis journey to reflect upon the episodes of the past few
days with comparative coolness of
Judgment And to see some things with
more clearness than ou a first view;

magazines.

A sudden swish of skirts In the doorway made him turn about at the end
of the porcli aiud come back quickly to
meet the uncomfortably stout little
woiuau who walked forward to greet

of the
somewhat différsummer ap|>eared
ent persj>ective now that he looked at
theru fro:;i a little distance.
"1 went to that farm to find seclusion «pilot, a monotony that would
leave me free to study, and what I fell
iut.H plots an,I counterplots, with country courtships, disguises, a stolen infant. ha mi toi chambers, murders, suicides. gliosis and a discovered heiress!
Who'll 'a' thought It ? I couldn't have
found half so much excitement at Newport Wly, it's been a strain!"
lie had lieou told before leaving tin;
fa.uu that his fellow boarders were to
go back to town before his return.
Wlieu he had paid his board Mrs.
Mornlngstar. under the effect of his
extra fees for her conniving in his dis
guise, had thawed so far as to volunteer the promise that she would" account to the yonug ladies for his departure by saying that the farmhand
had been discharged because of the
lnconvenieut and uneconomical frequency of his headaches. lie wondered whether In his absence any accidental hints would be dropped as to
his pretended character. He could not
think without a growing uneasiness
of the fast approaching reopening of
the college, when he would have to
meet Miss Ellery and Miss Parks as
Dr. Kinross of the faculty.
also the various

developments
in

him.

Though M les "Wolcott was gowned
In the thinnest of white material she
lier complexion
looked overheated.
florid, her movewas distressiugly
ments were ungraceful and her voice
Kinhad an unpleasant sharpness.
ross felt his already faint hopes fail
him entirely as he realized the genHe
eral hardness of her aspect.
pinned his case upon what he believed
he recognized In her countenance, In
spite of Its coldness—an uprightness of

character that perhaps justified, somewhut, her pride of blood.
"It Is good to see you ugaln, Dr.
Kinross," she began as they sat down
together. "It Is always a pleasure to
me to meet old friends. Did you know,"
she continued volubly, "1 had a call
from your brother one day last winter,
when he had run on to Washington
from New York—it was on one of my
at home days and of course he met a
lot of his old friends—and he remarkwl

Bristles.
Keep the feeding fioor clean.
Growing pigs need plenty of exerciee.
A good time now to plan for that hog

tight

fence for

spring.
Provide

pigs along

the

hog pasture

next

warm quarters for the fall
with abundance of room for

it nau

be was leaving
pleasant
1 told him ho
been to meet them.
would never meet any but old acquaintances at my house. In our circle
we don't meet the new people, foras

how

tunately."

This was a good beginning, certainly.
"Rut what a tragic deprivation to the
new people!" lie remarked, with a perfunctory smile intended to take the

>

edge off his sarcasm.
"I am aware," she said stiffly, "that
you do uot share my strong fcellugs
about such tilings."
"No." lie said. "I'd associate with the
devil If I found him Interesting."
"Such boheniian views are unworthy

of your blood." she said with grave
reproachfulncss. "I hope you don't
go so far as to be willing to marry out
of your rank?"
"N<n I draw the line there. I'm not
willing to marry out of my rank—nor
yet In it. I'm quite unwilling to marry
at all."
"You haven't been an easy prey." she
admitted. "IIow have you managed ti>
escape falling in love all these years?"
"But love hasn't anything to do with

rank—If you'll pardon uiy platitudes.*'
»

"No one. man or
mit himself to fall
his own station In
matically. "or if he

need perin love outside of
life." she said dogis so weak let him
woman,

conquer himself."
Ile
Kinross smiled and was silent
would not argue.
Miss Wolcott abruptly changed th<>

subject.

"Well, Peter, what Is this 'important
business matter' which gives me the
pleasure of η call from you? Your tel1
egram has made me very curious.
didn't know how to wait uutil yon

acres.

business in a businesslike way."—New England Homestead.

«

>

way. nearly upsetting a spindle legged
table holding a slender vase of roses
and making a stool noisily collide with
another table covered with books and

mer

demon-

run our

J·

rather took It ont of the porch furniture liefore Miss Wolcott made her up·
he
pennince. for In striding about
pushed things ruthlessly ont of his

CHATTER XX.
telegram to Newport
brought un immediate reply.

of Misses Jennie P. and Nellie M. Ran·
ney, who reside in Concord, Vt., on the
farm formerly owned by their father.
They were educated in the common
school near their home and at St. Johnsbury academy. After the completion of
their education, each taught school very
suscessfully for about 15 years. After
the death of their parents, they took
charge of the home farm, and have had
the entire management of it since that
time, 12 or 14 years. The home farm
comprises 120 acres, and they also own a
mountain pasture containing about 400

business, work hard, and

PHILLIPS &> COMPANY.

A

strating that they can handle a farm as
successfully as men. In this connection
it is interesting to refer to experience

It can hardly be said that they have
made a specialty of any one thing, but
rather, general farming on a good modTheir buildings are
ern business basis.
kept in excellent repair, and a more tidy
duoryard would be hard to find. At
present, their stock consists (aside from
farm team and driving horse) of 10 Durham cows, 05 beef cattle, 40 Cotswold
sheep and 40 Plymouth Rock bens.
They make and market their own butter.
They raise all the calves that are
worth raising, but do not fatten any for
market. They make a practice of buying about 20 two-year-old steers every
fall, and keep them a year and then sell
for beef, thus making their mountain
pasture pay a good profit. They ralee a
large per cent of all the grain they use.
This season was very late and cold,
and with most farmers, the corn crop
was almost or quite a
failure; but by
early planting (which they always practice) and thorough cultivation, they
raised and husked 500 bushels, and they
also cut more hay than usual. They
have never bad occasion to buy any hay
but once, and they aim to keep the farm
up to its high state of cultivation by
sowing clover, in "seeding down," more
liberally than most farmers.
They take great pains to keep their
stock clean and free from disease.
They plan all the work themselves, and
also do some of the outdoor work.
Miss Jennie has raked all the mowing
and at least once with a horse rake, and
consequently knows every foot of it.
They hire the best of help, and pay good
pnces. One man has been kept for the
past seven years, and they hire another
from six to eight months in the eummer.
They find time to attend church every
Sunday, and their social standing Is as
high as any people in town. In short,,
they are refined Christian ladies in
every sense of the word. When asked
what were the chief elements of their
"We enjoy our
success, they replied:

'

Author o< "Tillie: A Mennonite Maid."

Women Farmers Ια Vermont.
Mure

<

Ι

Misa ΙΓοIcott.

'

It was when lie was nearlng the end
of his Journey that some Indistinct appreheusions which had been vuguçly
troubling hlui began to assume defluite shape aud the realization to dawn
on him that perhaps he had been rash
lu cantine: away and leaving Eunice:
In ignorauce, even for a week, of her!
possible good fortune. Goodness knows
what she might do In this week of his
absence. ΛΙκ> was evidently very desperately in love with her, and the
Mornlngstars. In their dire chagrin at
being obliged to pay over to her that
$3.000, might drive her to the point of
marrying Abe In self defense, as It
were. Of course It was only her utter
Ignorance of life that made her tolerate Abe. though even that did not
seem to excuse such bad taste. Fancy
Miss Wolcott receiving Abe Morningstar as her nephew-ln-law! The picture made him laugh aloud.
The wearing doubt as to whether
Miss Wolcott could be brought to acknowledge Eunice as her niece and
recognize her claims was never absent
from his mind for an Instant. At times
he felt that he was going on a fool's
errand. If. at the time the Daniels
wrote to her, she had not even tried to
see the child to prove or disprove their
story, how could he hope that now,
after all these years, she would concede what was so much against her

got here."

"But you must really wait a few mo
I must not he preeipl
longer.
That's the one thiiijr I've tmen
telling myself all the way here—not to
be precipitate, but to break it to you
gently, ta lead up to It diplomatically,
rhetorically. It' possible. Unfortunately my style was ever a la cookbook—
direct uud to the point."
"Dear me! Well, do adhere to your
customary style and spare me the
meats
tate.

I prefer to bear your news
rhetoric.
whatever it Is In your most Saxon
form."

or

■"ine su oe κ

iiu^ui

ut ukj

y rem.

This was not at all as he liuJ meant
to steer his communication. for uo one
could have felt more earnestly the
gravity of what he had come to communicate, and his chafllng was far
from expressing hie true mood, but
he felt that his case was lost already,
that rhetoric could not save it, and his
tongue ran away with him.
"It's something 'shocking,' then?" inquired Miss Wolcott
"That de|K?nds on how you look at
It"

"Well? Do hurry, please."
"Miss Wolcott," he said solemnly,
"I'm afraid what I have to tell you
will not be welcome news."
She looked surprised at his sudden
seriousness and waited, with what pa
tlence she could command, for him to

go on.
own Interests?
Tie rose and walked the length of
"If only I were a diplomat Instead of
then came back and stood
'a blunt, plain man' I might lead up to the piazza,
before her.
my story so prettily and persuasively
I don't know
"1 am very stupid.
that before she knew it she'd be burnhow to begin It."
the
illustrate
to
beaut}
artistically
)
lug
"(Tracions, Peter, you're not thinkinp
of self sacrifice In her own person.
of proposing to me, are you?"
But I know I'll make a muddle of
"It would require less daring than
That's
'Your money or your life!'
what I have to tell you."
more my style, inore's the pity!"
"If you don't say It soon, I shall have
He cousoled himself with the reflec-

!
It1

tion that If Euuice did not come Into
the money it would probably be far
better for her. and it was only by rea
sou of his sense of Justice that he was
trying to place her In command of the
great wealth that belonged to her. He
himself was remarkably free from the
He had
money mndncss of the age.
always had more than enough for his
needs, but not enough to spoil hhn. and
had therefore gone through life, thus
far. escaping the mania for accumulat-

hysterics!"

He cleared his throat, and his voice
was not quite firm as he plunged In.
"Let me begin with a question. Tell
lae, were you perfectly convinced at
the time of your brother's death that
tils little daughter was with him and
lied with him? Did you ever have any

it will prove very satisfactory.
exercise.
loubts about It?"
We were glad to see this well knowu
Don't feed pigs too much corn. Proout
Her eyes opened wide In amazement
so
working
successfully
tein feeds must be provided to progentleman
Of course not!"
the practical results of experiments mote growth and develop bone and
which have won him renown while at muscle.
"Did you see the dead child who was
the experiment station.—Maine Farmer.
Don't neglect to remove the accmulaIdentified as your niece?"
wealth.
ing
tion of winter feeding from time to
"No. I was in Florida at the tlmo
"lier money may quite spoil the at
Buying Machinery.
time. Keep things in a healthy conof the accident and did not get back In
now has In her slm
she
tractlveness
farms
has
on
labor
of
The scarcity
dition in winter as well aa summer.
naturalness, when time for the funeral."
had one effect which has benefitted
The small farmer ahonld grow the pliclty, her |>erfect
The woman had turned white and
farmers and manufacturers both—it has early maturing hog. One that will one Is alone with her. Just the antl
caused farmers to invest in more labor- weigh abont 200 pounds at six months podee of Georgiana! There couldn't be was looking dazed.
"The child was not with her father,
saving machinery. Never before were old. Skim-milk, clover and corn prop- a more extreme contrast of character.
farmers better buyers of machinery than erly fed will produce just this kind of a Georgiann is a personified pose.
If Miss Wolcott."
Miss Wolcott sat upright, her hands
they are now. Tbey must make their bog.
she ever did a spontaneous thing In
own labor coant for more or quit the
Try weaning pigs by abutting sow my presence, ever made an unstudied clutching the sldu* of her chair.
out
of
not
business, and they are
going
io pen and feeding them oata and water,
"Well?" sin· half gapped.
I think I'd fall In love with
business. The increased capacity of all they want. Let pigs have access to remark,
"Th:it child is living."
the
on
her
spot!"
maof
the
use
worker
the
improved
by
them, with plenty of shelled corn outon Sunday after
5
o'clock
"Imi»ossibIe!" she exclaimed sharply.
at
was
It
an appreciably effect on
had
has
ten
floor.
In
side on the feeding
chinery
days
at the
"She is alive," repeated Kinross.
himself
states.
in
some
he
that
noon
presented
will
weaned.—Prom
Successbe
the
country population
piga
"Alive! My brother's child! But It
Fewer people are needed to work the ful Farming.
home of Miss Wolcott He sent In his
same amount of land, and the surplus
card and waited on the piazza, which can't be true!"
workers gravitate U the towns and
"Did you ever receive, a few months
was furnished like a sitting room and
Orchard and Gardeo.
citiee. Decreasing country population
shaded by screens from the hot sum nftcr Mr. Wolcott's death, any commuhave
vines
if
the
Prune
you
grape
under such circumstances is no sign of
His suspense as to the out- nications telling you that your niece
mer sun.
not already done so.
decadence of agriculture, but the rean orlocations
of
best
the
the
fo*
On·
of
come
impending interview made had been stolen from her home aud
has
worker
It means that each
verse.
is on a southeast slope.
chard
to sit still, and he would be returned to you—for a retoo
uneasy
aid
him
the
vastly more productive power by
Fruit trees on farms even though not
the long porch In his nervous- ward?"
of machinery, and this means that he
paced
in bearing always help its selling
time
"Never Γ
can produce more wealth from the soil
ness. wouderlng for the hundredth
Kinross looked at her uncertainly.
This is ao evidence of value.
at less cost.
how he could most convincingly relate
does
not
hurt
or
paranipa
Freezing
the
progress rather than of decay, and
his story and trying to school himself Was she telling the truth? If she was
caa
them
in
the
and
you
keep
Hmit has not been reached yet.—Turf, salsify
against too great bluntness In the dell not she was a genius at acting, for her
ground until spring.
Farm and Home.
He bewilderment seemed very genuine.
cate matter he bad to handle.

snddeuly exclaimed

breathlessly, lifting her hand, "I remember
eonicthluc—«orne nnouvmous letters—
that I received—one after anothershortly after my brother's death, telling me that if I would pay down a certain sum of money a matter of vital
"Ah!" she

Interest would be revealed to me. Who
would dream of paying any attention
I tossed
to such communications?
them Into ths wastebasket, of course,
and never g ive them a second thought."
• "Did none of them mention Eunice?"
"Never. They were melodramatically cautious. 1 remember. Oh, what are

"I think so."
"IIow would yo;i suggest from youi
knowledge cf her that I go about It?"
She put the question tentatively.
"You might travel with her. There's
Europe, you know. Art galleries and
cathedrals are very civilizing. So considered, I l>elieve."
"I can't understand, Peter Kinross,
how you enn jest about a thing which I
you must sue touches me to the quick 1
—in my most vulnerable spot, my fam-

nice as a hostage"—
He paused (juestlonlngly.
"Well?" she asked excitedly.
"You would not have Ignored their
communications?"
"If I had had any least reason for
believing them, of course not What a

"But you know I always did think 1
you pampered that vulnerable spot
And pampered things get spoiled. A
little exposure of the spot won't hurt
it"
"The girl Is of age. She might not
consent to my patronage. She might
want to take things into her own
bands at once. Can't you," she urged, I
"give me some Idea of what she Is I

you jplng to tell me?"
"The kidnapers defeated their own
ends by their cowardice. If they bad
given ;cu any hint that they held Eu-

question to ask!"

Ile took from his pocket a long en
velope and drew from it a manuscript.
It was the "confession."

after all, this will be the
best way to tell you."
He handed it to her.
"Read It, please, while I wait."
Πβ rose and walked to the farthest
end of the piazza—while she, with fingers that shook, unfolded the paper.
Kinross knew that he did an unbus!
ness-llke thing In letting the paper
leave his own bunds, but Miss Wo)
cott was an old family frieud, anil
when it came to the point he found
himself quite unable to ofifer her the
discourtesy of handing her the copy of
the original document which he hail
brought with him for that purpose.

"Perhaps,

CHAPTEIt XXI.
seemed to him a very long time
before he was summoned back to
her.
She was white to the lips as
they sat down again together, but she
was a woman of strong will, and her
voice was steady when she spoke to

IT

blm.
"How in the world, Peter, did you
come by this paper?" she began.
He told her briefly of his summer at
the farm and of his investigation of
the haunted room. He did not, however, mention his nightly seances with

Eunice. Miss Wolcott was nothing if
not conventional.
"You believe this story?" Her questions were abrupt and sharp.
"I do. I)o you?"
"I am open to conviction. And you
would toil me that this paper remained
undiscovered nil these years and that
my niece has been kept by this farmer's family, knowing nothing of her
origin? You say you met her at this
farm?"
"Yes."
"The proof of her identity ofTered
here?" she demanded.
He drew from his pocket a small
box nnd handed it to her. She quickly
opened it and took out the chain and

locket.
Her face grew whiter as she handled
them, and her voice was not steady
when she spoke again.
"Oh! I—I remember this!—I remember clasping it about her little ne<-k!"
She lejjued her head on her hand for
Hut she quickly rallied.
an instant.
"And the other proof?" she questioned.
"It Is there.'
"The two little

moles

under

her

ear?"
"I saw them."
"Tell me of the girl."
lier tone wus tense with anxiety.
Was It the prospect of losing her
wealth or lier fear of hearing au unwelcome account of her niece that
drew those deep lines about her stroug

mouth?
"She has been brought up In the
farmer's family—not quite ns a member of the family"—
"I should hope not!"
"But rather as their servant."
She sank back lu lier chair, looking
as though he had struck her in the
face.
"What do you mean?"
"She has done every sort of menial
work to pay them for giving lier a
home.
She has been a domestic
drudge for them."
He felt that he was cruel, but he
was speaking advisedly, and at least
his purpose In putting the case so brutally was merciful—to both Eunice aud
her aunt.
"A servant! To a farmer's family!
My niece!"
As she çpoke Kinross bad a sudden
UiL'iiiul picture oi Llunhe transplanted
Into this houfe—U)r own house really.
He saw the girl in all her exquisite
delicacy υΓ face niul form, her grace,
her thrilling voice, her natural dignity.
In contrast /to Miss Wolcott's fuuny,
dumpy little figure, abrupt manner and
almost coarse features.
"The girl would appear distinguish
td beside her." he thought
"Then the Is a crude, uneducated
country girl, quite uutit for decent so-

ciety?" she demanded.
"It depends upon what you

mean

by

"

'decent.'
"Is she

could
quite hopeless,
thing possibly lie done for her?''
"Her blood ought to tell for something," he said, not without a touch of
some-

or

malice.
"Unless she lies been ruined by her
environment. Aud It would be too late·
now to make up l'or her lack of education. Of course they never sent her
to school."
"Not after she was twelve years

old."
'"Gracious."
"She has never been away from the
farm except," he stoically added, "to
to
go with her foster parents to town
market to sell vegetables, butter and
eggs, smearcase, apple butter, ponhaus, snits auJ sauerkraut."
She gazed at him speechless.
"Let her have it!" he thought. "It

will do her good. If she does the right
thing, she will find out for herself
what the child really Is."
"What would the poor girl do with
wealth?" she asked In a hollow voice.
"You say she is utterly unfit to use It?"
"I have seen many rich people no
*

better fitted."
His eyes were constantly drown to
the "confession," which she firmly
held In her hand. He had an appre·,
henslon that at auy moment he might
see her tear It Into shreds and defy
him to do his worst. Yet an inborn
Instinct of courtesy, stronger than his
vaunted cynicism, made It Impossible
for him to ask her for the paj>er until
he had glveu her every chance to re-

turn it voluntarily.
"A fine lawyer I'd make!" he sneered at himself.
"Then," she continued, "granting, foi
the sake of argument that I believed
this paper," tapping It wltJi her finto
ger, "I would at least have to try
civilize her somewhat l>efore I turned
over to her the control of her money.
It would be an actual wrong to her to

Georglana, will have to be a passive
I've
process. I refuse to co-operate.
monkeyed with myself long enough
trying to 'develop' my 'latent pqpslblllties.'
Anything further In that line
has got to be accomplished through a
process of aljsorptlon by means of ray
Meancontact with you and uncle.
time I'm going to sit in the market

outraged foster mother.

give it to her before sho was somewhat prcp&red to use It rationally and
decently."

ily pride."

I

"Can't you watch what you're about
oncet7' would be demanded of her
a dozen times a day when, in her distraught state, she would spill, break,
burn or otherwise destroy. "What's
got Into you theSe couple of days back?
You don't do nothln' right! What do
you think pop'll say at your leavln' all
them pie git spoilt? I ast you did you
take 'em to the spring house and you
sayed yes, you did, and then here this
morning there they stood standing
—In this here hot kitchen all night
yet! Pop'll Jaw somepln turrlble!"
It was in the occasional brief respite
from toll in the evening hour, Just before bedtime, that her unrest became
feverish, maddening; and one night it
governed her to the point of driving
her to seek at least a moment's diversion from lier unbearable heart huuger
in an unprecedented act. On her return from tne spring house, where she
had gone to fluinti her last bit of the
day's drudgery, she deliberately sat
down with the two young ladles on the

Eunice—the matrimonial market, of
I'm down to the highest bidder."
course.

"Daisy," Georglana pleaded with her,
"If contact with me has given you no
higher Ideal than that""Oh, It's easy for you to talk, Géorgie!" Daisy retoited plaintively. "Your
market Is made."
"What do you mean, Daisy?"
"You're us good as engaged already
to Dr. Kinross."
Eunice had a sensation as though
the earth were suddenly floating out
from under her. Whitt did It mean,
Daisy speaking of "Dr. Kinross?" Was
a pretense and did these
his
girls know him otherwise than as
I'ete? What was this which Daisy
had slid, "You are as good as engaged
to Dr. Kinross!" And he had told her

(iisgrise

like?"
"I prefer to leave your mind unpreju- porch steps.
Miss Ellery had become an object of
diced to Judge for yourself."
engrossing Interest to Eunice since Dr.
"She must l>e dreadful!"
Kinross had told her that he "loved
"I don't see that that follows."
You Georglana." Georglana herself had In
me.
reassure
"Else you'd
observed the scruwouldn't let me suffer such dread as I the past few days
underwent whenever she was
shall suffer from now until I know the tiny she
in Eunice's presence. The girl seemworst."
watch every movement she made,
"Clothes make a lot of difference, I ed to
to hang upon every word she uttered,
you know," he said cousollngly. "At
in a way which secretly gratified Geor·
least I know women think so. Dress
giana's love of ascendency.
her up. That will help."
"What's the matter, Eunice?" asked
She Ignored his flippancy. "How do
in surprise and curiosity as Enyou think ahe will take lt-the news Daisy
nice Joined them, for the farm girl
that she's an heiress?"
seemed during all their stay at
"Then you acknowledge her claims?" had
the farm to shrink from any Interhe quickly asked.
I
^
"Have you and
course with them.
"She 'claims' the money, of course?"
have
I Abe had a scrap?"
of
I
It
"She knows nothing
"A scrap of what?"
not even told her her name."
Daisy squealed. "You know, Eu"Why have you not?"
the course of true love never runs
"I thought It best to find out first nice,
so. to lie sure, you and Abe
whether you would credit my story. smooth,
must expect to have rows now anil
It would have been cruel to raise her
then. Is It In Shakespeare, Georglana.
hopes of being an heiress only to disSo
But never mind.
the Bible?
are
in
case
them
unwilling er
you
appoint
doubt Eunice knows. I can't account
forher
her
father's
to make over to
for your favoring us with your society,
tune."
Eunice, unless you've been fighting
"Unwilling? Is It a question of my with Abe and are
wanting to be symbeing wll'.lng or unwilling?" she asked
I'm sorry to say I
pathized with.
with a touch of bitterness.
I couldn't possibly
can't oblige you.
"I must tell you that however sure
sympathize with a girl who would or
her
feel
of
and
I
Identity,
might
you
could take an Interest In AU», a brute
the legal proof la too weak to establish
who thinks a woman's a pack horse
anv claims"—
I Oh, that kind of a man! How I'd love
She looked at him keenly. "Well?
to stand ou my hind legs and Jump at
What are you driving at?"
Eunice," she «aid earnestly,
"No one can force you to part with I him!
a dollar of this money."
"you're too nice a girl for Alie. Choke
it off. You don't need to throw your
"Indeed!"
pelf away on a chump like A lie—a girl
"That is my conviction."

j

that he "loved Georglana." Eunice felt
herself floating ainid clouds of Illusion.
Georglana laughed and looked rather
pleased. "I'm afraid your assumptions
are quite gratuitous, my dear."
"Well, at least there Isu't the least
doubt as to what his feelings will be,"

Daisy predicted.

"You'll do him brown!
Fie won't be able to help himself no
matter how much he'd like to be a
misogynist or whatever you call em.
"I'm not so sure." Georgiana protestid, but she laid her hand affectionate-

ly

Daisy's

arm.

"But

good

as

engaged."

"Πο says lie loves you." she repeated

mechanically.

There was a sob In her throat that
ached Intolerably. She felt an lmperative need to get away by herself. She
suddenly sprang up. and liefore tho
other two girls could collect them-

selves she was gone.
For au Instant surprise held both of
them silent
"She's a little bit off the top!" declared Daisy.
"What could she have meant ? wondered Georgiana.
I
"I can't get aboard!" said Daisy.
don't think she knew herself. 1 always
did think that girl acted as If she had

like you."
very Interesting," she said,
Eunice, gazing fixedly at Georglana.
shrugging her shoulders.
made no comment upon Daisy's advice
He looked at her dubiously.
"Would you object If I asked you a
"I think I see your point." she added.
questionV she Inquired timidly of
"I believe I've loct It •nvsrlf." he ; Georghuia.
"Just whul 1* it. r.:iyway?
declared.
"Certainly not," Georglana smiled
kindly. "Ask me what you like, EuHelp mo out."
nice."
"You are doing me the honor to believe me capable of withholding my
"IIow do you occupy your time when
niece's fortune; of being unwilling to you are at home?"
make restitution to her."
"Up to now," Geo:glana answered,
"I ain presupposing nothing. Miss "I have spent all my life in school an>l
Wolcott." he hastily atfirmed-not collegi. Now I am g ilng to take my
quite candidly.
place at the head of in.» lath r's home
"I do not deny that your news Is
As he Is a collage president, toy lit"··
bitter to me. But. Dr. Kinross, the
prospect of losing the money Is the
least part of the bitterness."
"Is the discovery of a niece

on

yon may be sure." Eunice
Epoke with a half gasp and almost
without volition. "He does love you.
"What?" Daisy turned upon her.
"Yes, Dr. Kinross does love her."
Eunice's voice sounded hollow to herFelf. She was dazed. There was a dull
dead weight upon her heart, an undefined but k^en sense of loss and pain.
Dr. Kinross and Georglana were "as

Is

"It

—

■

wheels!"

"If I'ete were still here I would ask
She
him what he knows al>out her.
Nut
is singular," Georglana agreed.
what could she have meant?'
"She never saw Kinross, and Kin-

She was talking
ross never saw you.
through her hat."
"Of course,' Georgiana again ag. t d
reluctantly, it would be so much more
Interesting if Daisy's conclusion was
not so Inevitable—If Eunice hud uot
been "talking through her hat."
the
Meantime
Eunice, alone In
"haunted" chamber, seated on the He
of the bed and staring with uusc ιηβ

great

appreciate

eyes Into the darkness of the r.>om,
groped In a greater darkness of so I as
she tried In lier blind ignorance of life
to understand lier own great dcsola·

Wolcott."

mnrrliige mean to men like him? She
had an unhappy knowledge of wli .t

a

calamity?"

so

supj>ose 1 can't expect you to
my feelings about the way
my brother's child lias been reared,
she said with a diguitied melancholy.
"1 think 1 do appreciate (liein. Miss.
"I

tlon.

Engaged

to be married!

What «lia

meant to such as Λ lie and the <>:ber
countrymen about here. But to a i.ian
like Dr. Kinross, a man with an Intellect and a soul as well as a b>dy,

"Not ko mu'h, Peter, «h you tlilnk |
pou appréciai*· ray loss of money."
"I merely pointed out to you that
!
there cot:Id he no legal compulsion in

would not marriage mean something
different to such as he?
Suddenly a hot wave of realization
swept over her. Some burning lines of
Browning came to her mind:

the ca:e."

"Compulsion! Don't you
use strange expressions?

think you
You said:
you believed this girl to I te my niece.
IIow,!
I tell you ιιολ* 1 also Itelleve it.
then, ciiu there be any talk of •compelling' me to return to ber her
ther's money, of which she has been
deprived for twenty years? What the
loss of the money may mean to me"—
She dismissed that side of it with another shrug, though she was very pale.
Kinross sprang to his fc^et and held :
"Miss Wolcott, blood
out his hand.
does tell. If you were a man I'd call
You renew my
you a bully fellow.
long lost faith in womankind."
"Becnure you discover that I'm not
a scoundrel?"
"You have a most uncomfortable
way of making a fellow feel small."
"Sit down and talk reuse. We must
decide what is l»est to do with the girl
You have not told me how you think
she will take It wbeu she learns she's

κη.1-αη<1 h-,ld hp with your charm.
mun-and hold me with your arm.
Eunice sank down upon the lied and
burled her face deep In the pillow Ίο
her trembling heart only one thing was
That which In the days just
clear.
past had made the sun In the heavens
shine for her as It had never shone beBe

fa-j

Be

a

a

fore, that was over. He belonged to
another. What had he to do with her
She was alone-utor she with him?
terly and absolutely alone.

j

[TO

BE

CONTINUED.]

COOLED THE ADMIRAL
An Answer F» Which the High Official
W.m Unprcpaed.

"llavc ynu und Ahe hml ο icrapf"

heiress."
Antl of
will bo more or loss publie.
Going into
port where the water
"Now, do you know, I've not the coui*so I «liall do a good deal of work was ver\ deep Itio Janeiro, I belle\'e—
to
tliul
least Idea. I'm curious myself
I would prefei relates Captain A. T. Malum, the chain
lu our woman's club.
out."
But my fatbei raMes "got away," as the expression
to take tip η career.
"Do yon think It will turn her head?" really needs me, and ho," she couclud
t<. control was lost, and shackle after
"She is incredibly unsophisticated ed heroically, "I am willing to mak<· fhiiikle tore out of the hawse holes,
and ignorant of life—so much so that the saerlllce."
leaping and thumping, rattling and
she will probably not realize at all
"A career? What sort of a careei roaring. The admiral was on deck at
to
what It means in a worldly way
would you like to follow?"
the inonicnt. and when the chain had
So If you
come into great wealth.
"If I consulted only my own Inclina Ijeen at last stopped and secured he
manage her wisely you may save her tion I would go on studying, take m\ raid to the captain: "Alfred, send for
an

from having lier head turned."
"It
Miss Wolcott sighed heavily.
seems to me I have a herculean task
on my bauds."
"I suppose," said Kinross gravely.
"I have seemed heartless in my way
of bringing you this unwelcome news
But. believe me, I do most sincerely
feel the disaster that lt/<s to you—not."
he quickly added, "In the discovery of
of
your niece, but In the loss to you
wealth which you have enjoyed so
long that I don't see how you are golug to get on without it."
"I managed to worry through thirty
years of my life without It, so I supdispose I can do it again," she curtly
missed that phare of the matter.
A victoria containing two ladles had
driven In at the gateway and was
coming up the drive. Kinross rose and
took up his hat from a table close by.
"We will arrange details tomorrow
morning?" she asked as he held out
his hand. "I shall have the girl come
to me as soon as possible," she announced stoically.
"I wish I were a mediaeval knight!
I want to bend the knee to you and
kiss your hand!"
"Your enthusiasm at finding me honest is positively insulting, Peter Kinross!"

"Miss Wolcott, ! believe in my heart
that you will not be ashamed of the
girl. I l>elleve you will love her."
But what you believe
"Indeed!
could have no weight with me. you
know, your standards are so Impossibly absurd!"
With this exchange of civilities
they cordially shook hands and Kinross took his leave.

CHAPTER ΧΧΠ.
uncontrollable restlessnes.
possessed her during the
dragging days while the waited
for Dr. Kinross' return, Eunice
became so dopllg (awkward) that she
proved a sore Irritant to her already

IN

the
that

degree In philosophy ami teach."

the young man In charge of those
chains and Rive hint a pood setting
Ask him what he means by
down.
letting such things happen." The officer was sent for, and soon his questioning blue eyes appeared over the
Alfred was a ui!ld
hatch coaming.
person and clearly did not like his Job,
lie could not have come up to the adThe latter saw It
miral's standard.
and Intervened: "Perhaps you had betI'll settle him."
ter leave It to me.
Fixing his eyes on the offender, he
said sternly : "What do you mean by
this, sir? Why In blazes did you not
stop that chain?" The culprit, looking
ipiletly at him, replied simply, "How
in blazes could I?" Tills was a shift
r>f wind for which the admiral was
unprepared. lie was taken flat back.
After a moment's hesitation he turned
to the captain and said meekly, yet
with evident consciousness of a checkmate: "That's true, Alfred. How the
l^azes could he?*'

"Teach!" exclaimed Eunice, with re
pressed excitement. "You think It u
desirable occupation?"
"There Is no higher work," Georgl
ana answered earnestly.
"There are some young women," an
Bwered Eunice, "to whom It would np
And Rome met
pear a pale drab.
wouldn't wish It to their 'meanest eue
"

my.'
Georglnna regarded her with a puz
Eled surprise. "What makes yon think

bo, Eunice?"
"So I have been told."
'There Is no nobler work," Georgl
ana insisted, with enthusiasm.
"I'C
"Excuse me," objected Daisy.
If yot
rather take In stairs to scrub
want to know what I'm going to do
Eunice, now that ray education Is iln
ished"—

"Finished?"

questioned

with gentle Irony.

"Anything

more

Georgi;in:t

that's done for it.

How Is Your Blood ?

Monism.
Moelsni Is the doctrine of the oueness of mind and matter. Cod and the
universe It Ignores all that is supernatural. Monism teaches that "all are
but parts of one stupendous whole,
whose body nature Is and Cod the
soul;" hence whatever Is only conforms to the cosmic laws of the universal all. Mind can never exist without matter, nor matter without mind.
They are but the two sides of the same

If yon lack strength, are nervous, have
appetite, don't sleep well, get tired
easily, your blood is in bad condition.
You cannot be strong without pure, rich
blood. Hood's Sarsaparllla makes food,
rich blood and keeps it good.
Dyspepsia-"For six months my system wu out of order with dyspepsia and
Impure blood. Spent lots of money in vain,
Jos. S,
but Hood's Sarsaparllla cured me.
Zauba, Genoa, Neb.
Had No Appetite-"I was troubled
with dyspepsia nnd had no appetite. I bad
thing.—New York American.
a faint feeling after eating. M y constitution
was all run down, but Hood's Sarsaparllla has
Florkncb Stows,
felly relieved me."
The Bloodstained Equator.
Sniderville. Wisconsin.
bless
the day I heard of
Human life, I have reason to know,
nWeaknee«-"I
Hood's Sarsaparllla. as it cured me of extreme
and the
weakness after grip, built my husband up fa held cheap at Equatorvllle.
after pneumonia, and cured ecxema and place Is stained with man; crimes. In
M.
Μκβ.
children."
our
in
blood-poisoning
fact, the whole equator is throughout
A. Oblwokth, Bo* 4. Enibreeville. Pa.
Hood's Sarsaparllla Is sold everywhere. its 25,000 miles a line of Iguorance,
In the nsnai liquid, or in tablet form called j savagery and blood. It Is a black line
•araatab·. 100 Doses One Dollar. Pre· which civilization ought to paint white.
pared only by C. I. Hood Co., Lowell, Mass. —Strand Magazine.
do

j

Buckfield.
Wtft Parts.
The funeral of Mr*. Horatio Flagg waa
Another of oar old time residents Is
Mr. Daniel C. Churchill, who passed his held from her late home on Tuesday,
The (Oxford
officiating. Mr·.
eightieth birthday last Thursday, the Feb. 11, Rev. Mr. Pottle
ISSUKO TUESDAYS.
13th. Mr. Churchill Is well known Flagg was formerly M lu Octavia Blebee
through his vocation, as for thirty years and waa 72 year* of age. officers of Good
Tuesday evening the
he was a custom shoemaker In this
InIn recent years he has not Faith Rebekah Lodge, No. 40, were
SOU 1 H PARIS, MAINE, FEB. 18, 1908.
village.
brother and sisters.
Paris Π1ΙΙ.
his health stalled by the vice-president of the ReThe long lumber is being sawed at the worked much at hie trade as
the past bekah Assembly, Mrs. Sarah O. Cook, of
lire. James L. Chase and son have chair factory. Mr. F. L. Edwards has haa not been of the best. Ror
of
A Τ WOOD & FORBES, been visiting friend· in Portland the got in a large lot of logs and has pur- few weeks he has been quite 111 with an Brunswick, assisted by Mrs. Russell
The inwhich has been attack of the grippe, but now is so far Lewiston as Qrand Marshal.
birch
the
all
of
chased
week.
past
Kdltori «ad Proprietor·.
to go ont of stallation ceremony was carried out in
Mrs. S. W. Treworgy of Lewiston, a drawn in, and has arranged to have it recovered as to be able
Mr. Churchill was born in an impressive manner and the following
doors.
will
A. E. Forbks.
and
Ukokub M. Atwood.
speak
sawed.
evangelist,
,
gifted speaker
uaueual officers were installed:
Mr. Dennis Pike of Norway bas been Woodstock, and has one rather
at the Baptist church next Sunday.
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Shurtieff's Drug Store.
South Parts,
Noyés' Drug Store.
Norway,
Stone's Drug Store.
Λ lfre«l Cole, Postmaster.
KuckSeM,
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office.
Purls BUI,
Samuel T. White.
West Paris,
P. A. Shurtleff A Co.
are

Coming Events.
March 2.—Town meeting.
March 3.—Oxford Pomona
NEW

Grange, West Paris

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Noyes Co.
Sleigh Heaters.
Need Pant»?
Ked Tag Sale.
Your Appearance.
T. H

People.

South Pari*
Fireman* Funil Insurance Co.
Prubate Notices.
Appointment of Administrator.
·.' Petitions for Discharge.
Notice of Korecl.x»ure.
Miss S. M. Wheeler.

Our Colorado Letter.
Grkelky, Col Feb. 3, 1908.
Editor Democrat.
Nearly thirty-eight years ago a band
of pilgrims, heeding the call of N. C.
Meeker in the New York Tribune, alighted from a Denver Pacific train, upon the
spot to be known as Greeley, named
after the >{reat editor. There were a few
sod houses within a few miles and trees
along rhe Poudre river. The earth was
covered with prickly pear, that tyrant of
the plains, and the soil was declared by
farmmany to be utterly worthless for
ing. S^meof the passengers who had
aUghted upon the pile of ties that served
as depot platform, decided that they
had been hoaxed, and lost little time in
returning to the places whence they had
come, telling sad stories of the way they
had been duped.
One of the men who believed in the
future of the colony was the renowned
showman, P. T. Barnum. While waiting
for the train to bear him away he mounted the pile of ties and made a little
speech. He said that there was a great
future for Union Colony if the people
would only stick and not lose heart. Lie
rang the changes on that word stick. He
did not belittle the trials and hardships
that were to come but he looked far
beyond them. The colouy was to be
free of saloons and other organized vice,
and children were to be brought up
under good rather than evil conditions

and surroundings.
lut»
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late in the tiret year of the colony.
He baa seen people going back to "God's
country" telling a wonderful tale of woe;
he has seen the grasshopper plague descending out of the blue sky, polluting
the wells, devouring the vegetables out
of the earth and desolating grain field*
till the farmers saw nothing before them
but impending ruin. But taken as a
whole the (ireeley pioneers were not
They
atliicted with the faint heart
fought for their crops with fire ami
A merchant offered a suit ol
water.
clothes to the man who should bring him
a million grasshoppers and pretty soon
here comes a farmer with his great sack
of the pests that he had first driven into
his irrigating ditch aud then collected io
a sack set away down stream.
The great Salt l,ake trail, on yondei
blutfs, was made broad and deep bv tern
of thousands of wagons whose owner*
had been hurrying still farther westward
for a more promising country. Some ol
this very trail was plowed and irrigated
from wafers brought out of the river in
immense canals built by the united
energies of the new settlers, and crops
raised from that eo-called desert soil
that were as surprising as they were
welcome. Little did any of us think
that the time would ever come when a
globe-trotter like Dr. Pearson, a millionaire, would volunteer the information that this little garden spot of Colorado is the finest agricultural section in
whole world. Judge Whitehead,
the
a man who has sunk much good money
in mining, made this remark to rac
speaking of agriculture iu general:
"Prospectors come to me with their or«
samples and tell me that they have discovered a mine that bears gold from the
grass-roots down, but I tell them that
the
value
from
more
is
there
grass roots up." Well, while Colorado
stands first of all the United States io
the production of the precious metals,
the vegetable products are still more
valuable.
During the discouraging grasshoppei
times great farms were sold, when they
could be sold at all, for less than tea
dollars per acre; now they change ownAnd
ers at from $100 to $500 per acre.
why should there not be a tremendous
rise in landed property when the gross
income from many an acre is from |3<]
to î'JiKJ a year'.' And still this country it
but half developed with all its experience
and intelligence. The next fifty year*
will see much better gardening and
farming than heretofore. Men have at
tempted to cultivate too large farms,
thus failing of the relatively best results,
overworking their families as well a*
themselves.
There is another thing that is forcing
farmers to cultivate smaller areas; thai
is the help problem. When I was a bo ν
on our New England farm and we paid
an extra wage to a man, say in bavins
time, the man took a pride in the conti
denceof bis employer, and rose to the
occasion, doing exceptionally good work
for his exceptionally good pay, but to
day, here in Colorado, and 1 note that
the same complaint is heard from al
sections of our country, higher wages ni
longer secure satisfactory help. I meat
that that seems the general tendency, tc
demand exorbitant wagee while render
ing a minimum of service.
When I have stepped into a hotel am:
nave asked a man to come and hau
beets for us he informed me that he
23 and his board. Our beet
wanted
growers have paid very great wages anc
would make no objection only that many
of these laborers are not faithful work
ere.
One of my neighbors tells the storj
of having his teams working with potati
diggers and the ground covered with tht
tubers that the macliioe had turned ou'
when one of bis three pickers thre*
down his basket and said: "I am done;'
then the other two said the same. Thee
the men drew their wages and befon 1
night were drinking up all they had in t
Mean
certain saloon-cursed hamlet.
time the farmer was left with his idl<
teams and his potatoes exposed.
Speaking of saloons reminds me to saj
that the farmer has the beet of reafoni
for hating the saloons
They inter
fere with farm work and they have got
to go from this country; for we have ι
local option law that is bound to make
thi· country dry. So we see as the worlc
gets wiser, how state after sUte followi
the good old Prohibition doctrines ol
good old Maine.
City and country of northern Coloradc
are forging ahead in wonderful fashion
Yonder beet factory turns out milliont
of pounds of granulated sugar every sea
son, using up six hundred tons of beeti
each twenty four hours. Colorado hat
now sixteen sugar factories and more tc
The farmers get five dollars pei
come.
ton for the beets and raise from ten t*.
What a miut ol
thirty tons per acre.
sweetness from sunshine, water and soil

family

O. Howard.

Tbe youngest citizen of Maine whi
has had his eyes fitted and is weario^
glasses, is said to be a resident of Skow
began. Ilis name is Myron Williams
the eleven months old sod of Mr. aoc
Mrs. Parley B. Williams.

BrtM.
Mr. Archer Grorer of Orono visited bis
parent·, Mr. and M». A. W. Qrover,
THE DOINGS OF THE WEEK IN ALL Saturday and Sunday.
Monday, Mrs. F. B. Tuell and her sisSECTIONS OP THE COUNTY.
ter, Mrs. Will Thomas, of Pawtucket,
R.I., started for California to visit a

Ι THE OXFORD BEARS.

Bert Gibbe goes to the hospital this
week for an operation for appendicitis.
Masters Thayer and George Quinby
returned to their home in Newton,
Mas*., last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Jarvis M. Thayer drove
to Lewiston Saturday, returning Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Albion W. Andrews returned last Saturday from West Sumner,
where they have been running the
boarding house for Cumraings Jfc Kllingwood's lumbering operations.
Many friends at Paris Hill are glad to
learn that Mrs. Lewis M. Brown is making good recovery from a critical surgical oj>eration recently performed at a
New York hospital.
Daniel Winslow returned last Saturday from a visit of a week in Boston.
Kdwin Long, a native of Prince
Edwards Island, died at W. H. Cummitigs' Saturday. Mr. Long was taken
sick at the lumber camp of the Paris
Manufacturing Company in Greenwood,
He supposed
where he was employed.
he had the grippe, and came out to Mr.
Cummings' house last Wednesday where
a physician was called, who pronounced
Mr. Lung was
the case pneumonia.
sixty-three years old and has been employed bv the Paris Manufacturing Co.
and by W. H. Cummings and others
about here for the past eight years. He
was a quiet and well informed man and
well liked by those who knew him. He
has a sister in Boston, whose address is
unknown here, and a brother in Michigan.
The body has been placed in the receiving tomb at South Paris until communication can be established with his people.
A book given in October last to the
Paris Hill Library Association by the
Rev. Henry O. Thayer deserves more
notice than the mere mention of its
title, which is "Biography and Writings,
Kev. Caleb B. Davis." Mr. Davis was
the second pastor of the Baptist church
at Paris Hill end died in Portland in
January, 1855.
The book is made by pasting the accounts of Mr. Davis' life, work auil
death, with selections from his writings,
in a small book, the printed pages of
which are fully covered by the width of
the newspaper column. This work is
Mr. Thayer has
most carefully done.
p'aced this little book inside larger !
envers in an ingenious way. and has added two pages in script by way of introduction, as follows:
First, "The enclosed biographical
notices were cut from the columus of
the Zion's Advocate and in this manner
preserved by Mrs. E. F. Thayer.
"It is a gratification to her son to seek
permanent preservation of them by
deposit in th«»new Paris Hill Library.
"It is presumed that excepting what
may have been published in the Baptist
Association Minutes, they form the onlybiography of that excellent and devoted
minister whom I remember inviting me,
a little boy. to my first Sunday School,
Henry
as also the first on Paris Hill.
Ο Thayer, Brooklyn, Ν. Y., WOO."
Nov.
born
1801,
"Z<ba
Thayer,
Second,
1*. died ISM, Aug. 'i«. Elrnira (Fobes)
Thayer, born 1804, Oct. 9, died 1874,
A| ril 8. Faithful members of the Baptist church, Paris Hill, Maine."
It has been decided not to allow this
book to go out for circulation, but it
can be read easily in an afternoon or
evening opening at the library.
Strangely enough there was given to
the association in October, 11)07, another
biographical sketch of Mr. Davis, in
Mr.
with
identical
some
respects
Thayer's gift. This is to be found in
Dr. Kicker's "Personal Recollections,"
donated by Dr. Edward W. Hall, LibraThis book is for
rian of Colby College.
free circula'ion.

circumstance in his family history as he
is the last one of his direct family line.
He has neither parents, uncle nor aunt
nor own cousin living to his knowledge.
In his own family there is wife, two
children and four grandchildren. When
first living here for a time he resided in
the center of the village, but more than
forty years ago built the house on the

in Bethel recently on business.
Mr. S. Porter Stearns of South Paris
has been visiting hie daughters, Mrs.
Ellery C. Park and Mrs. Ebffl Kilborn.
Mr. Earl Barker intends to sell his
house on Main Street and go to Norway
with his family to carry on the farm of
his sister, Mrs. John Wyman, which ho
has leased for three years.
Mr. Frank L. Pike of Norway has been
in Bethel the past week as representative
for C. E. Tolman's insurance business.
The Pure Food Co. assisted by the
Ladies' Aid of the M. E. society served a
very appetizing supper at Odd Fellows'
dining-room on Main Street Friday evening. It was very much enjoyed and well

hill which he now occupies.
The arrangements of the West Paris

fire

department

are

progressing.

Chief

Eogineer A. C. Perham of the fire company has been appointed one of the
town fire wardens and a whistle fire

alarm bas been perfected. The printed
cards read as follows :
Fire alarm for center of the village—Continued

patronized.
Sunday, Presiding Elder

short blasts.

C. F. Parsons
will occupy the pulpit at the M. E.
church.
The Oxford High School basket ball
team played at the Gould Academy gym
a game with the academy second team
which resulted 51-11 in favor of Gould.
Mrs. Octavia Rowe, wife of Dana Bartlett, and sister of Mr. Ceylon and Mr E.
C. Rowe, was buried from her late
home Saturday morning. Mrs. Bartlett's
illness extended over many months, yet
was endured with a very hopeful aud
brave spirit.

Kant of Church Street and Trap Corner way
Continued long blasts.
Pioneer Street (and Mann's Mill)—One long
and one short, continuously.
Across the river (and on High Street and
(îrecnwood Street)—Two long blasts and two
short.

If you haven't a card preserve these
directions.
Many of our families are suffering
serious inconvenience from lack of water, owing to frozen water pipes. At
dolden'e livery stable the horses are
watered only by hauling water in barrels from a cut in the ice at the river.
Several have trouble for the first time,
MIDDLK INTERVALE.
Mr.
one of these being D. H. Fifield.
R.
R.
D., 1, Fifield drovo a well in his cellar and
L. D. Brown supplies
is
sick.
while Mr. Hntchins
fortunately succeeded in striking a waC. L. Hutchinson of Canton, agent for ter supply.
the
in
was
here
Lewieton
Journal,
the
Miss Altha Page, a member of the
interest of tlie paper recently.
Leaf" Club, entertained the
"Lucky
Willis Chase is shipping away some olub and a few other invited guests
short lumber.
Thursday evening of last week at the
Dr. Twaddle is hauling some hay from home of Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Philbrook.
his farm at the Ferry.
It was a "Valentine" party and the
Dana Hall was here recently looking rooms were decorated with hearts in a
for a cow.
to the occasion.
manner appropriate
We are glad to hear that our mail car- The evening was pleasantly spent in
is
Mr.
Hntchins,
gainjpg.
rier,
playing games, and nice refreshments
Joseph Holt and wife, of Holt Hill, were served.
called here recently.
Mr. Frank Berry by mistake took a
Frank Osgood has gone up Sunday swallow of ammonia Saturday evening,
River to work for J. A. Thurston.
the 8th, and for a time the effects were
quite serious, but he is now improving,
Oxford.
and although the stomach is weak from
Mrs. Ν. T. Frost is very sick with the lining being eaten by the ammonia,
heart trouble.
it is now hoped he is out of danger.
Mrs. F. Β Andrews lias been critically
Mr. Pessenden Swan died at his home
sick with bronchial pneumonia, but is on Greenwood Street, Sunday the 9th,
slightly improved.
aged 88. He lived alone with his son
Mrs. Roy Edwards, who is at the
George, who survives him.
hospital at Lewiston, has undergone a
Advertised letters in West Paris post
as
is
and
reported
operation
office Feb. 15th:
well.
doing
Perley A Men.
Chauncy Farnham is very sick with Andy ilodgdon.
T. E. Harlon.
rheumatic fever.
Susie Kendrlck.
Among the sufferers from the gripp··
Kev. Franklin Van Gordor, who is the
are Mrs. Cook, Mrs. Hayes, Mrs. Prouty,
Miss Carman, Mrs. C. M. Andrews, Miss present pastor of the Free Baptist
Scribner, Mrs. Brackett, Wilfred Per- church, is boarding at P. M. Wyman's.
Granite Chapter, O. E. S., has gut
kins and many others. The doctors are
new dishes for use at Masonic Hall.
very busv.
Onward Rebekah Lodge has invited
Dr. Farris visited at Otistield in seven
families who had 23 sicV, all but one Mt. (lope and Mt. Pleasant Kebekah
Lodges to visit tbem at their next meetsuffering from the grippe.
Mrs. Chas. Dawes is slowly improving ing Feb. 18.
There will be a union Willard service
The tenth anniversary of the organization of T. A. Roberts Woman's Relief at the Free Baptist church next Sunday
the 23d. An interesting proCorps was observed Monday evening by evening, has
been arranged. There will
to the charter gramme
a reception tendered
members of the order. There are now be music and the payors of the three
seventeen left of the original numbei churches will be present and take some
twenty-one; one, Mrs. Elba Holmes, the part.
L. M. Irish is on a trip to Boston and
first president, having died, three other>
transferred or withdrawn. Eight char- Mrs. Irish and little daughter are visitter members were present and were the ing relatives at Buckfield.
Miss Laura M. Barden is visiting relaguests of honor. Several of the charweek.
ter members were prevented from at- tives at Danville this
Mr. and Mrs. Enoch Bartlett, who
tending by illness. A supper was served. T. A. Roberts Post and other in- went to W. G. Hammond's at Trap Corvited guests also were present and Mrs. ner last September, are still there and
for some weeks have been confined to
Laura N. Steveus of Portland, depart
ment president. Miss Mulhollaud, thi their rooms by sickness. Mr. Bartlett
but at
presideut of the Corps, gave a history ol is now considerablv improved,
the C"rps, anil Miss Phillips, the depart- this writing Mrs. Bartlett ba§ not been
able to be out of bed. She has had an
ment treasurer, gave a hietory of tin
work of the Corps from its organizatior attack of bronchial pneumonia, but is
until the present time. Mrs. Stevens, recovering under the care of Dr. Yates.
a stepdaughdepartment president, spoke of the work Miss Jennie Bates of Bath,
of the National Corps. Mrs. Jones, ter to Mrs. Bartlett, is taking care of
hem and probably they will remain at
past president, gave a patriotic address
Mr. Hammond's
charfrom
the
through *the cold
for
called
were
Speeches
weather.
ter members and responses were m ide
F. Parsons held a
Elder
C.
Presiding
by Miss Hattie Andrews, department
church last
aid, and Mrs. Crooker. There was meeting at the Methodist
W. Smith
music by Lelaud Stone, Mrs. Denning, Friday evening. Rev. J.
Ida Stone and 'Harry Delano. Lulu preached there on Sunday.
Forty couple or more were in attendStone, organist. The room was elab
at Duuham's
orately decorated with red, white and ance at the leap year dance and
it is reblue and with Hags. A badge was given Hall last Friday evening,
ported that the ladies did the honors
to each charter member; red, whito anil
blue ribbon with the years 1898 and 1908 *i'h much credit. There was an order
inscribed in gilt letters, as a souvenir ol of eighteen dances. Some were present
from out of town and the occasion was
the occasion.
was
The Hersey Guild met Tuesday even enjoyed by all present. The affair
Emma
ing for the study of "The Uplift ol under the management of Mrs.
Hill with Misses Alice Penley, Dora Hill,
China."
Ida Aldrich and Leona Penley as aids.
East Brownfield.
Good music was furnished by Charles
The Ladies' Circle held a box-suppei Martin and Elmer Tuell, assisted by the
clarinet player, Howard Shaw, of South
at Bradbury Hall last Friday evening.
thin village attendee Paris. A nice oyster and pastry supper
Several from
was served at intermission.
Poraona Grange in Kezar Falls last week
There will be a concert at the audiBeatrix Mcfiiicas is quite ill. It ii
thought that she worked too hard ii torium of the Universaliet church the
last of this week under the auspices of
school.
Howard Colby is visiting hie mother the Good Will Society. The date is fixed
at Saturday, the evening of the 22d,
.Vint. Zilpha Colby.
which will be the arrangement unless
It ie reported that Cora Giles Haley ii
make
it necessary to
circumstances
on her way home, having sailed iron
change to Friday, the 21st. Bills will
Japan February 8.
Mrs. L. A. Cole is recovering mos' announce the date this week. No pains
will be spared to make this a first-class
satisfactorily.
F. Johnson and daughtei entertainment. Music will be furnished
Mr. A.
Marion, also Walter Boynton, atten-lec by the Schubert Quartette of South
the drama given in Hiram last Frida] Paris and some good talent from Portthere will
night by the senior class of Fryeburf land. It is also expected that
be a good reador. Mrs. F. S. Farnura
Academy.
A Frances E. Willard memorial meet and Mrs. F. E. Wheeler are tb· coming was held at the home of Mrs. Jullr mittee of arrangements. March 3d here
Pomona Grange meeta
Bean last Friday afternoon.
with West Paris Grange, and will probF. R. Bradbury has returned from
ably convene at I. O. O. F. Hall. There
few days1 vacation in Boston.
Charles Cole spent several days a will be the usual program, and an event
of much interest will be the presence ol
homo recently.
the Master of the National Grange, Hon,
Brownfield.
N. J. Bachelder, who will give an adMr. Carll of Gorham was at J. L dress. Mr. Bachelder is a resident ol
Sew Hampshire and an ex-governor of
Frink's office Monday.
Allie Durgin is working for Thomai his state, so will be heard with great
interest. Should anything occur that he
Harmon.
The Universalist Circle will furnish ; is unable to be present a good program
will be substituted.
a
supper, also a fair and entertainment
All for 10 cents.
town hall Feb. 17.
Albany.
Fred Warren is boarding at R. Lin
scott's.
Miss Ethel Keene, who is at C. D.
Susie Garland, who sprained her foot
Conner's, is sick.
is so as to be out.
F 6. Sloan and son Roger have been
Miss Myrtle Harmon is still ver on the sick list.
feeble.
Geo. E. Grover is in town for a few
It is tine sleighing, but too cold to en ilays. Mr. Grover is moving bis goods
to Norway where he has purchased a
joy It.

'surgical

North Paris.
M. S. Bubier bought him a horse of
Andrews Bros, of Norway.
Β C. Lowe's family have been sick.
A. I). Park visited the Tuell school

recently.

G L. Dunham of Brattleboro, -Vt.,
and ET. R. Dunham of Waterville. Me.,
havo been visiting their brother, II. W.
Dunham.
The Tuell school closed Feb. 12 on
account of the illness of the teacher,
Miss H«len Sawyer. Miss Sawyer has
returned to her home in Southwest Harbor.
Mrs. A. D. Andrews has returned
home from Brewer, where she visited
her surer, Mrs. Charles Perkins. On
her way home she visited at Dr. Ε. H.
Andrews' of Brunswick and Η. Κ Dunham's of Waterville.
Mr. and Mrs II. W. Dunham and Miss
I.ela Chase spent a pleasaut evening at
A. D. Andrews' Feb. 11th, the occasiou
being Mrs. Andrews' birthday.
Greenwood.
Have lived in this place going on 33
years, but never knew so much sickness
in towu as we are having this present
have
winter. Whole familes are, or
been on the sick list, so that it was impossible to get along without procuring
outside help. In some respects it has
been similar to the late '">0s and early
'OOe, when the diphtheria raged so fearfully, but unlike that time there have
been no fatalities a» yet.
Henry Brooks of Fryeburg writes his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Brooks, that
their baby went to bed at night in perfect health, took nourishment at midnight as usual, aud when they awoke a
few hours later on, the child was dead.
The grandparents were anxious to attend the funeral, but owing to the distance and bad traveling the idea was

given

up.
The selectmen are finding the town report rather a difficult matter to make
out, since the books were all burned
with the house, and no duplicate nor
copy in existence to help them out.
The paupers, four in number, have
been removed to the residence of Frank
Maxtield, nearly two miles distance,
while Stillman Cole, the overseer, is on
the sick list
The writer had been acquainted with
the late William Jones more than 4U
years. He was a Swede by birth, went
to sea when It) years of age, since which
he never saw his native land. He was a
tirst-class sailor, and although he never
shipped master of a vessel, he took the
master's place on one occasion, be b^ing
North Waterford.
taken sick in the W. I. islands, and
Ernest McGray has gone from Johi
brought her safely home. His wife was
a daughter of the late Joseph Cummings, York'i and is working for Sam Lebroke
and a first cousin to Mrs. L. D. Capt.
Mr. and Mrs. Will McAllister and Mr
Jones, as he was called for many years, uid Mrs. Hullis McAllister went tc
aud also his wife, were worthy members Stoueham to attend the funeral of theii
of the Bryant's Pond Baptist church.
father, Uustin McAllister. He wai
Clinton Cole is still confined to the nearly eighty years old and has been thi
house, and bis brother, Emery Cole, oi father of seventeen children.
Locke's Mills, is caring for.him.
Cora Scribner went to her home it
This is the first time we have tried to
Mbany after a three weeks' stay at Fret
write a line in two weeks, and were glad Ilazelton's.
to notice that some one in the lower secOliver McAllister, who broke his arn
tion of the town filled our place so ac- some time ago, is suffering a great dea I
<>f pain from it.
ceptably.
Mrs. Sara Lebroke is suffering witl
Hebron.
sore eyes.

entertained by
Hebron Orange
Ε ist Hebron Grange Saturday, Feb. 8th,
and enjoyed the day greatly, but the
home coming in the high wind was not
so pleasant.
entertained Lis
Bwmaii
Herbert
young friends Tuesday evening.
Hebron Grange held an all day meeting

place.

was

East Sumner.
Hicks1 predictions of the weattrer havi
been strikingly verified thus far thii
ant
year. His forecast for February
March is not particularly gratifying, ai
it indicates much stormy and wind)
weather. We are having more confl
Wednesdav.
dence in bis weather forecasts than in t
Some apples have been shipped from peck of goose bones, or the melt of t
here this week. We have not been in- two year old spring pig.
formed about, the price.
People who have heard the sermons ol
λ large quantity of wood is being Rev. S. C. Eaton of Bangor within tin
hauled, mostly for use in the village.
past few weeks will be glad to hear thai
Glover brothers ar% hanling wood and lie has been engaged to supply the Con
logs.
gregational pulpit every Sabbath for th(
The best wood we have seen for years present. He is a very attraotive speakei
is being hauled by Mr. Cummings. It and is much admired by all.
is certainly of the very beet quality.
Snowshoeing has been good the past
West Lovell.

11

Bridgham enlisted in the 29th Maine.
Mr. Warren has always resided here. Mr.
Bridgham claims Buckfield as his home
and no local G. A. R. gathering is complete without them. There is nothing
that stirs the blood like the straios of
the fife and drum.
II. H. Nulty has had a crew shelling
seed corn at the Portland Packing Co.'s

shop this week.

week.

girl fell from a
Sunday and broke her
little

Spring

la

regaining

his

loading cars.

Mr. Guy Bartlett is suffering this week
with a severe attack of the grippe.
Mrs. Ida Reed is suffering severely
with blood poison in her hand, caused by

erysipalls

sore.

Rev. Ο. B. Hannaford of Rumford Falls
was a guest of Mr. and Mrs. F. B. Howe
last week.

completed
was much enjoyed,
annual report which is now in the hands Wednesday evening
and tbe music by tbe Robinson Family
of the printer and will be issued at once.
Orchestra was very fine, but tbey do say
that the Ice cream furniebed from PortOne of the most pleasant affairs fora land was not up to the kind that the
make.
long time in Buckfield was the leap year women of Lovell
Katharine E. Walker is at home from
party, Feb. 13th, in Nezinecot Hall, given
vacation.
week's
for
a
under the auspices of the ladies of the Portland
No Name whist club. The hall was very
Maine News Note*.
prettily decorated in lavender and white.
The ladies were all attired in light evenThat new stone crushing plant at the
ing dresses, the gentleman in dark, and
with the hail decorations to set them Rockland jail makes the winter especialoff, the grand march was a pretty sight ly hard for those tramps who wander infor the spectators to gaze upon. Over to Knox County.
fifty couples were on the grand march.
Thomas S. Laughlin, president of the
Music was furnished by Payne «fe Pluma
Thomas Laughlin Co.,
prominent
A
all
and
was
Lewiston
of
mer
right.
manufacturer of Portland, was accidentintermisat
served
was
chicken supper
killed
Saturday night by falling into
sion. The following committees had the ally
a tank of water used for cooling iron in
able
their
under
and
in
charge,
party
the blacksmith shop of the company.
management it couldn't fail to be the
success that it was:
An indictment has been found by the
Music. Committee—Mrs. A. 8. Hal), Mrs. Henry grand jury of Penobscot County against
Sultv, Mre. H. A. Irish.
Percy W. Lyon of Waterville, train disSupper—Mre. Chas. Wlthlngton, Mre. Chas. patcher on the Maine Central, for inTuttle, Mre. Β. E. Gerrleh
Floor director— Mre F. R. Dyer.
voluntary manslaughter in connection
Aide—Mre. H. Nulty. Mrs. A. S. Hall, Mrs. H. with the recent train wreck at Carrael,
Λ. Irish antl Mre. A. Cloutler.
in which Firemen Harry Simonds of
Waterville was killed.
West Sumner.
Bath will soon have the honor of sendThe West Sumner Library Association
overboard the biggest schooner
will serve a dinner in the vestry Wed- ing
afloat. It will be the six-master now
nesday, the 10ih, for the benefit of the building at the Percy & Small yard for J.
librarian. Dinner at the usual price. A
S. Winslow Jk Co. of Portland. The
free entertainment will be given. It is
; Thomas W. Lawson was the largest
hoped that there will be a good attend- afloat but her recent loss will make the
ance.
one now building etand at the head of
H. T. Heath is hauling pulpwood to
Buckfield.

vessels of the schooner rig.

Mrs. Llewellyn Heald of East Sumner
While standing between the cars of a
in town Monday calling on friends. freight train, Charles Day and James
Miss. M. A. Heald left Tuesday for Blenn, two hostlers in Lewiston, were
knocked down and run over in the lower
Auburn.
Mr. H. R. Dunham of Waterville and Maine Central yard at Lewiston WednesG. L. Dunham of Brattleboro, Vt., were day and both died at the hospital soon
in town Friday visiting friends and rela- after. For some reason not known they
had stepped between the cars of a
tives.
Mrs. Thurza Crockett went to Canton freight train which was being made up.
Monday to attend the funeral of her Both were single.
brother, Mr. John Dearborn.
Reported compilations of figurée at
Mrs. Hiram Dunham of North Paris
Lewiston postoffice show that the sale of
her
week
with
last
spent a few days
for use in mailing
one cent stamps
sons, C. E. and C. P. Dunham.
postal cards reaches an average
Mr. Wm. Chase and his daughters, the picturea
of 600
day for the working days in the
Misses Lou and Lela Chase of North
week or an aggregate of $3000 revenue
Paris, spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs. annually, from this source alone. WheD
Carl P. Dunham.
a proportional sale is reckoned in the
A. E. Morrison of Norway was in
cities and towns of the state and the
town Friday.
country over—for the picture card habit
The Oxford County Telephone and
knows no state and scarcely national
the
here
Telegraph Co. held a meeting
lines—the aggregate revenue
boundary
held
here
10th. At the annual meeting
to the Post Office Department from this
to
elected
were
the following officers
source is of an importance not generally
serve the ensuing year:
suspected. In a like ratio tbe cards
President—Chas. S. Dudley.
themselves, reckoned on a good margin
Secretary—R. G. Stephens.
of profit basis, represent a commercial
Treasurer—Mrs. Β. E. Gerrleh.
Directors—C. S. Dudley, Orlando Irish, R. G. item of no mean magnitude.
Stephens, Β. E. Gerrleh and 11. H. Lurvey.
Mrs H. S. Robertson has had a piano
SURGEONS' CHARGES.
sent her this week from her home in
was

Washington County.

The S. B. R. Club met with Mrs. M.
P. Heald Thursday afternoon, being
postponed twice on account of bad
weather. The afternoon was entirely
given over to the study of Lincoln's life
and character. Mrs. Hattie Howe read
Lincoln's Gettysburg address. After
the exercises cake and ice cream were
served. The next meeting will be Feb.
27th.
The Baptist Circle served a dinner
Wednesday in the vestry to about seventy-five persons. A brief entertainment
was
given with the following programme:
Mre. Η. B. Maxim.
Instrumental music,
.Henry West.
Recitation
Recitation
Rupert Bobbins.
8οηκ.
Gladys Young.
..Ella Gerry.
Recitation
---Nellie Gernr.
Recitation
Ora Field.
Miss
Instrumental music,
Gladys loung.
Reading
8 ftobertaon.
H.
Mr..
Reading
Edna Maxim.
Song,...
After which a social hour was spent and
all spoke of it as a very enjoyable occasion.

grippe.

William H. Hunter, operator at this
station, is at his home in Canada on a

I

Method by Which, It la Said, the Fee»
Are Regulated.

Frequently laymen

who Imve had oc-

casion to settle the bills of surgeons
upon whom they have called in ex-

tremities to use the knife are heard
to

complain against

what

they

call

"the exorbitant charges of surgeons."
Λ skilled surgeon may charge $250

for a simple appendicitis operation.
The patient, who uever thinks of complaining until he Is convalesccat, objects oftentimes to paying the bill,
lie says. "It Is outrageous for a surgeou to charge $200 for half an hour's

work."
The question of surgeons' fees often
puzzles a patient. He knows of one
man upou whom a surgeon of wide
reputation has operated and charged
only $75. He may know of another
who has paid $1,000 for the same operation. He cannot figure it out
Yet surgeons of known ability and
uatlonal, perhaps international, fame
have a general plan in charging for
operations. Their prices range from
nothing to $5,000. They will operate
without any question of willingness or
ability to pay In any case where the
Afterward
situation Is imperative.
they will present the bill. The general
public does not understand bow a surgeon will charge one man $50, another

$250 and another $5,000.
Surgeons bave a fixed price scheme.
They aim to charge the patient about
one month's Income.
They figure that

any person who is in such bad condition as to be forced to submit to a
surgical operation surely can afford to
month's income. They ascertain roughly what a man makes per
month and send in a bill for that
The man whose Income is
amount
but $50 a month pays $50. The man
who gets $5.000 is asked to pay $5.000

give

one

days sinoe.

We are closing
regular prices.
these goods daily so don't send for

samples but

RED TAG COUNTER.

JfHmiïJmu/
Norway, Maine.

NEED
PANTS?

they

here

ly

Trousers that

are.

are

nicely

steds and Cassimeres.

made of Cheviots, Wor-

A

large

assoitment.

At $3.00

vanishing point they
managed to entertain her and really tu
set before lier most excellent meals.
"After she left their affairs con tin
the

The
vice.

Try

ued to grow even worse, if possible,
and while they kept up a brave front I
was near enough to them bo I couldn't
help kuowing all about it, tbougb the.v
situa
were not aware that I saw the

Johnson
They

a

pair

Pant which cannot be beat for serrip or the buttons come ofV.

never

and be convinced.

At $2.50

The

tion.
"I thought It was time some of tbeii
friends came to the rescue If a suitable
I wrote th«
way could lie devised, so
woman who had been their guestbeing slightly acquainted with her my
self—told her I would head tbe procès
would like her aid and would' Ih

made
SJtepson Pant—the strongest pant
the pant for every

price. Just
They will keep you

this

warm

and

dry.

day

at

wear.

F. PLUMMER, SSS&.

J.

Square, SOUTH PARIS, ME.

31 Market

sion,

Telephone 106-3.

glad of any suggestions she could uiaki
out
as to a practical plan for helping
old friends without hurting their prop
er

new

At $3.50 to $4.50

received word from a womau friend of
theirs that she wus coming to visit
They were dis
them for a few days.
In
rnayed, but by tbe exercise of great
and by depriving themselves
almost

men

pants—those who want the
"best thing" in trousers—

necessities of life.
"At that most Inopportune time the.\

to

speak to
pair of

We want to
who need a

said the philosopher.
"Not long ago some friends of mini
Time;
pot badly down ou their luck.
scarce
were so hard for them that they
knew which way to turn for tin

genulty

come as soon as you

Look for

can.

The Reward She Bestowed Upon Those
Who Entertained Hor.
"Human nature Is a queer thing."

pride.

"Her reply gave me something t»
salt
think about for many a day. She
the\
she didn't care to help them, as
already lived too well aud set too ex
hat
pensive a table; that when she
visited them they bad a great dea
aui
more to eat than was necessary
that they must be very extravaganl
theii
people; that it was undoubtedly
troubl*
own fault they were In such
aud that it would probably teucb then
to lie more economical in future!"-

New York Tress.

Not Gaining Any.
Long division, a writer in the Nev
York Sun declares, is the Waterloo ο '
most of the middle aged women wb<

for city positions. One womat
took some time off from work to lean
how to do long division. Tbe teache
told her a million times, more or less
that when the divisor would uot g<
Into the dividend she must put a cl
plier In the answer.
One day tbe teacher came along am !
looked over her shoulder and saw four
teen or tifteen ciphers in the result
while the correct answer could no
have more than three figures In It

apply

The teacher wus patient with her an
asked her where she got all thost

ciphers.
"Why," she said, looking slightl;
worried, "you told me that when th<
divisor wouldn't go to put down ι
cipher, and it wouldn't go all tbes<
times, and I haven't got to tbe end ye
and don't see as I'm gaining on It ι
bit."

Whan Temperance Was a Crime.
'Temperance iu India at the begin
nlng of the English occupation was :
crime," said a clergyman. "Medlca
those days that s
men believed In
white man could not live lu Indhi
without drinking.
They thought h(
needed a half piut of whisky or Its
equivalent every day. and they insist
ed on his taking It. Temperance soci
eties, total abstinence and the signing
of the pledge were things forbidden li:
India.
Such things were thought In
Jurlous- to the white man's health oui
there; hence to go In for them was tc
be nrreeted. fined, imprisoned, banish
But today in India total abstl
ed.
nence is encouraged, for It hae been
found that the abstainer stands the
heat far better than does the man whe
drinks."—Philadelphia Bulletin.

ODD LOT SALE
CARPET ROOM DEPARTMENT
A

Large Lot of Mattings
3

yards

on

pane out lu the Brazilian town of
Bio Grande do Sul." said a cook. "That
town is a servants' paradise. Servants
live in their own homes there, as they
should everywhere.
They come to
work at 7 In the morning, and they
quit at 7 at night—a twelve hour day.
Quite long enough. The paneless window la for the milkman, the baker, the
butcher, so that these traders cau
leave their supplies—they usually come
•*arly—In a safe place. The Bio Grande
servant Is, of course, not there to re
ceive them. She is in bed at her own
home."

the dollar.

yards

in

lengths,
price.

A lot of short

wide

at 2-3

Wool Carpets

A number of small
cost and less.

piece

a

at 50 cents

yards, 8-4

3 to 15

rolls, 5

15. yards,

to

Lace Curtains
Odd lots of Lace Curtains,
pairs of a kind at 1-3 off the

one

at

to three

regular price.

CALL AND SEE THEM.

N. Dayton Bolster & Co.,
33 MAHKBT

SQUARE],

MAINE

PARIS,

SOUTH

SPECIAL SALE

one

SOUTH PARIS PEOPLE WITH WEAK
LUNOS NEED VINOL

to 15

Linoleums

The Miising Window Pane
"Every kitchen has a window with

Many people inherit weak long· which
are likely to be attacked bv comsumpeven
though
—and generally objects,
tion. So also are lunge weakened by disbe should know that his life is worth ease or by a etubborn backing oough.
of
his
No matter what the cause, Vino)
as much proportionately as that
strengthens weak lungs and gives one
poorer fellow.—Chicago Tribune.
the power to throw off wasting diseases.

An Inconsiderate SyaUm.
"Why don't we take an express
train?" asked the sweet young thing
of her escort at a subway station.
"This Isn't au express station." explained her escort kindly.
"How tiresome!" exclaimed the s

Have you heard of it Ρ It's this.
We have Remnants of many kinds,
Trimmings, Waists, Misses' Suits,
Dress Goods and Odd Lots which
we have marked from 1-2 to 1-5

A GRATEFUL GUEST.

Tne reason that Vinol has such power
to heal and strengthen is because it contains in a highly concentrated form all
of the curative, medicinal and strengthNorway Lake.
creating elements of cod liver oil, actualThe Partridges1 mill bas been shut
ly taken from fresh cods' livers, with the
down on aooount of the -workmen being
useless, nauseating oil eliminated and
sick.
iron added.
tonic
Dr. C. A. Stephens has been away for
80 sure are we of what Vinol will do
to
have
t.
ought
express
"They
a few days.
y.
that we ask every person in South Paris
The Norway Lake Woman's Club met. trains at every station!"—Xew York
suffering from weak lungs, stubborn,
with Ellen M. Partridge Feb. 12, and the Press.
hacking ooughs or any wasting disease
next meeting will be with Mrs. W. S.
to try Vinol on oor offer to ratarn money
work
evil
Partridge.
For himself doth a man
if It fails. F. ▲. Shurtleff A Co., Drug1
0. W. Edgcomb got his back Injured a
in working evil for another.—Heslud
gift·, South Pari·, Mains.
visit.

Red Tag Sale!

lionaire families, and the man who inherits them would never be without
them. We have few secret drawers in
desks or doors in bouses, as they bail
in olden times, but there are many secret pockets in the suits made by
smart tailors.—Brooklyn Life.

Lovell.

sipelas.
16th.
Mrs. Horace S. Kimball is suffering
School in the Russell District cloeed
from an abscess on the face, or side of
of
ten
term
after
a
successful
on Friday
the neck.
weeks, Mrs. Tempie Jordan teacher.
The drama given at Pine Grove Hall
their
The selectmen have

McAllister returner I arm. The oldest boy, Alton, has appenMrs. Zacchenfl
At the all day meeting of Hebron
from Jackson, where she hat ileitis but may not have to be operated
Tuesday
atwas
a
Feb.
there
12th,
large
Grange,
her husband, who hat beet on at present.
tendance and a good program carried been to see
Misses Helen and Elsie Sanderson are
from an injury to bis leg.
out. The birthday of Abraham Lincoln laid np
ji
Mrs. Marietta Fox baa been quite sick at home from Lewistoo for a few days.
was celebrated in a fitting manner. State
Mrs. Ella Ames, who bas been home
Mrs. Jenny Allard haa returned fron:
Deputv Torrey of Dixfleld was present
at Portland and Is able ti several we^ks on acoonnt of illness in
and gave an address. About forty mem- the hospital
the family, has returned to W. H. Chad:
the honse some.
bers ut West MiUut GiMiigo wero there as get around
to sit u[ bourne'»:.
able
is
Fox
Correnne
Mrs.
invited guests. A bountiful dinner wai j
•
Henry 0. Bolfe Is having the pine,
served and a very enjoyable day spent. t some.
has been sick the which he bought of L. M. Sanderson,
LeBaron
Eva
Mrs.
will
On Feb. 26th East Hebron Orange
few
cut and haaUd off.
past week, hat is able to he out now.
be entertained by Hebron Grange.

j
I

high order.

cupied the Baptist pulpit Sunday,

with the

East Waterford.
Harris'
rocking chair

of a

Miss Geneva Hutchinson of Mechanic
Mrs. Edna H. Holt is visiting at her
Falls has been the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
brother's, C. K. Chapman's.
H. F. Rawson.
Mrs. W. H. Richardson is quite sick at
Miss Georgia Dean entertained the
junior C. E. society at her homo Friday present.
Miss Nellie E. Elliott is at home from
night.
for a few days. Her mother,
Fryeburg
ocBristol
of
South
A.
Mason
Rev. E.
is sick with erythe Mrs. Martha Elliott,

sick port Tuesday.
with bad colds.
Charles Curtis has sold bis farm to
One of Ben Inman's steers bad the Charles B. Harlow, formerly of Buckmisfortune to break off a horn and fleld.
crushed the pith. It will probably be
A series of meetings has been held
quite a while healing up.
recently at the South Woodstock Advent
church, conducted by Rev. R. J. Bryant
Locke's Mills.
of Saratoga Springe, Ν. T.
Water pipes have been freezing up
The supper at Mt. Abram Hotel TuesMany farmers have haulday evening was a success. It was for all over town.
a distance.
the benefit of our minister, Mr. Schoon- ed water for their stock quite
Mr. Pessenden Swan, who died at
over, and the sum of f10 50 was cleared.
The V. I. S. whist party was held at West Paris last Sabbath, was a former
enlisted in the
Mr. Frank Frost's Thursday evening. resident of our town and
There were seven tables. Several from old Tenth Maine Regiment from Woodstock. But few are left who went out
out of town were present.
Mrs. Alice Farrington and Lola Foster from our town in this regiment. Among
those living are H. C. Barry, Amos S.
were at Bethel Wednesday.
Mr. James Crooker is out of the mill Bryant and Isaac F. Lapham.
•
Leslie Abbott la recovering from a
for a few days on aocount of λ sore
No other
severe attack of pneumonia.
linger.
are sick
George Salle has moted into the cases are reported but many

Paul

are

Mr. Marshall

*

are

Powers rent.

tiona

folgender, take cognizance of what
sex Is, after
fairer
the
for
surely
lows,
health.
Mr. Fred C. Spring la engaged in α all, tbe stronger sex. Women know no
lumbering job at Passaconaway, Ν. H.her #ucli abject obedience to superstitious
Miss Annie Spring has finished
and signs as do tbe men. Wltb
work as stenographer at Island Pond, fears
a view to eliciting eoiuetblng of InterVt., and returned home.
to put a
Onr venerable neighbor, Capt. Thomas est, tbe writer bad a cbance
O. Spring, was 90 years old on Feb. 0th. certain question to a captain of IndusHe was a selectman in Hiram, also cap- try. "Tut, tut," be replied suspiciousN. G.—MUe Helen Dorman.
tain in the militia about 1863. In 1853
V. G—Mrs. Sadie Robinson.
ly, "you'd be getting me Into trouble,
Sec.—Mr·. Esther Watte.
he was one of a party of twenty-two would you?" Wltb a promise tbat no
Trees.—Mr*. Laura March.
Hiram for California, and
left
who
men
Warden—Miss Annie Cole.
names would be mentioned, be finally
Is, perhaps, the last survivor. He reConductor—Mr*. Elizabeth Wllhlngton.
to tell α thing or two.
some years in Chicago, and gained agreed
Chap —Mr*. Lizzie Warren.
sided
*
0. (T.—Mrs Lucy Skllllnge.
Tbe question was, "Aren't men In
an ample estate, and has wisely decided
1. Q.—Mise Zelma Hersey.
He is a Wall etreet carrying all sorts of queer
to settle it during his life.
R. 8. N. O.—Mrs. Jennie Irish.
L. 8. N. Q —Mrs. Sadie Turner.
and respected citizen. He bas things to try to change their luck?"
worthy
R. 8. V. O.—Mrs. Sarah Glover.
been blind some years. He is kindly In answer to this the writer heard
L. 8. V. G.-Mrs. Myrtle Bowen.
cared for by Mr. and Mrs. Samuel L. some curious stories.
One man of
th«
after
meeting demons.
A banquet was served
carries
for
example,
worldwide
fame,
and over fifty were present
is
a cane in the center of which there
The Buckfield Literary Club will meet
Dlckvale.
slender steel rod. Circling tbe rod
with Mrs. C. M. Tilton on Tuesday afterPutnam is bauling from the a
Oscar
made of leather and of
noon, Feb. 18.
between Old Black and Dick to there are rings
Mrs. L. M. Irish and daughter are valley
bard rubber, like the washers that
mill.
Worthley's
guests of Mr. and Mrs. C. C. Withington.
Each seventh ring is
News bas been received of tbe death plumbers use.
Wm. H. Bridgham of Lewiston was in
of Mrs. Ella Robinson, wife of onr post- made of leather from the soles of the
town Wednesday.
master at West Peru. She died at the shoes worn by the billionaire during
Lincoln's birthday was observed under
Mrs. James C.
home of her sister,
A.
G.
what be considered his luckiest year.
R.,
of
Fessenden
Post,
the auspices
Abbott, of Rumford Palls. Mrs. Robinat Nezinecot Hall, Wednesday evening.
Elephants and pigs as lucky charms
was subject to sick spells of short
son
In plenty, but the
A very interesting program was Riven by
was a shock to there ure of course
her
death
but
duration,
the scholars of the intermediate and
will be greatly proper caper Is to wear tbe animal
friends.
She
her
many
primary schools, under the direction of missed as she seemed to always have a pinned Inside on tbe watch fob pocket.
After
Mies Young and Mrs. Record.
of sunshine in tbe soul and always Then there Is another great financier
this there were addresses by principal ray
her frieuds with a pleasant smile. who carries with him α gold Ink well
A. A. Towne, of the high school, on the greeted
Elmer Child is at home from Rumford and would never sign a document wltb
Linon
F.
R.
Dyer
Boyhood of Lincoln,
where he has been at work.
Once
fluid from another receptacle.
coln the Lawyer, and W. S. Robinson on
C. H. Wing and wife are boarding
α
the Inheritance of Lincoln. A pleasing
upon α time, when he had, say, only
tbe
remainder
for
Andrews
Charles
feature of the exercises was the martial frith
million or two, he signed a
picayune
the
winter.
of
music furnished by A. F. Warren and W.
trepuper In a deul tbat doubled, then
H. Bridgham with the fife and drum.
East Bethel.
bis wealth. Tbe Ink used that
bled,
"Billy and Fon" have played together
Miss Blanch Bartlett went on a busi- day was emptied into α long gold tube
for fifty years. They started playing
The Ink
ness trip to Boston last week.
or well tbat be now carries.
and
muster
for
when small boys, playing
Mr. M. E. Bartlett has sold bis span of was used up, but to the well, so he
military companies and political clubs, colts to Mr. Will Newcomb of Albany.
until the outbreak of the war at which
thinks, the pood luck power has been
Mr. Will Holt is hauling cord wood
time Mr. Warren enlisted in the 23d
coins pass from faMills and translated. Lucky
at
Locke's
Elmer
Trask
for
Maine under Capt. C. H. Prince. Mr.
ther to son In several of the multimil-

Mrs. Nellie Inman, who has been ver;
is improving.
sick with pneumonia,
Mrs. Iaman is at her daughter's, Mrs.
Bryant's Pond.
C. G. Beckler's.
been
have
and
whist
Conner
Public
George
family
parties are now held eaoh
Hick with bad colds, but are improving, week at the K. of P. Hall.
There has not been much travel on
H. D. Bryant has been confined to the
the roads on account of the cold weath- house two weeks as the result of an
er. All are glad to see it a little warmer. accident.
Scarlet fever reported at Lynchville.
Mark C. Allen returned from Jones-

Charles McAllister's family

CHARMS FOR LUCK.

Hiram.

Smith, putor of the Uni·;
veraallat church, la rapidly winning the fh· Sort of Superstitions 8ome Wall
esteem of onr citizen* by hi· genial
Street Men Harbor.
■oclal qualities, and hia pulpit miniatra·
Let all tbe dear renders, feminine
Rev. Mr.

OF

—

Ladies', Hisses' and Children's
Winter

and

Underwear

hosiery,

Shop-worn Muslin Underwear and Corsets.

Miss S. M. Wheeler,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

a

Ladies' Kid Boots for $2.00
I have

a

Lady's

for $2.00.
are

Also

exceptional

Kid Blucher with dull leather top
plain Kid Polish for $2.00. These

values for this

price.

Felt Shoes of All Kinds;

W. O.

Frothingham,

Site erfcnrd femocral.
SOUTH PABIS.
\

SOUTH
ο Ace

Hoars :

POST OWIC*.
7 30 a.m. to 7 30 T.U.
PAKIS

pt. £*. 19t>7.

TRAlît» LKAVK SOUTH ΡΑΛΙ»
»
; » 30
(join* down e*M)-S *A
•IaIIv e\('6pt SUD'lftV ^ ΌΡ. *·· 'Iwly.
"*>
a. m., UAllVi 3r3b
Gain* up (we·!)—·
Sunday; S 4. ρ· *·> dsîlly.

ttaUjr

.jelly except

A.

».

CfaUKCHi 8.

»JKSSSr¥5S£S^"»Vi·,^
'«'Λ.? &S!
evening at 7 » *. *.
are cord la ly In-

ednesday
ι·raver meeting
connecte»!,
Λ I. not otherwise
«

Pastor.
Methodist Church. Rev T. S. Kewley.
1*>;00 A.u.,
Sunday. m«.rnlng prayermeeUng■
School
sabbath
a.
m.;
.rV. u hlmt service 10:45
»
worth League Meeting β OO P.
cla«*
Λ>;
evening
."ravcr meeting Wednesday

V

< m

ft

^

F. H. NOYES CO.

Rheumatism Cannot
Be Cured Unless
Uric-0 is Used

They

out, as it is much more level.
In writing of our state road I cannot
church
Ε.
the
Μ.
F.
M.
of
S.
TheV.
J. Wallace Chesbro,
help expressing the opinion that we
a
ThursWheeler
10:«
with
Mrs.
service
meets
I>eroy
have made a bad mistake in our method
t>n >undav. preaching
I S. C. Β 6.1Λ P.
afternoon.
iMotll» St hooi I- M., V
μ
of building a permanent highway. A
even- day
Wednesday
*
p.
;
>»'
Τ
..raver meeting
M
than a sand road, and
All are
seat* free.
Kev. T. N. Kewley has recovered from dirt road is better
*;rvlce 7A>.
a gravel road is better than a common
was able to occupy his
and
his
illuess,
Pastor.
Little
H.
J.
dirt road, but best of all is the macadam"l ulversaUst Church. KevSunday at 10 45 AU pulpit on Sunday.
Preaching service every
ized or crushed rock road, and probably
Junior I nlon at t:SU
hv School at 13 x.
Miss Lila Gilbert and Miss Keene from cheaper in the end though expensive at
ï M. Y. P. C. I'· at 7 P. m.
the Bethel News office made a short first. This seems to be the gist of all
STATKI> ΜΕΚτίΝΟβ.
Régulai visit to friends here Sunday.
No. 'J4.
expert opinion, and where tried it has
ν
ν M.—Pari·. Lodge,
Ό be perfectly satisfactory, as a
,'t.i..« Wv evening on or before full moon
H. Clark returned Saturday proved
George
meet.
regular
Lodge,
macadamized road when' once
Aurora from the hospital, where he underwent good
•
Tminuinv (-venlni of eaen week·-—
built needs very little repairing. Proan.l thirl Monday evenings .in operation for appendicitis.
gressive towns are more and more takItetakftb Lo.Iee.No
There will be a special meeting of ing up this question and it will only be
V,"1:.',' |L—Mount Pleasan
fourth Fridays of each Mt.
to. meet, second and
Pleasant Kebekah Lodge next Fri- settled by buying a rock crustier and
roller and taking up road building in j
Poet. So. 1«. meets day evening, to confer the degree.
".\
each
evening- of
This means
manner.
rtrt and thirl <aturlay
Howard Shaw went to West Paris last the most scientific
a large outlay at first but good I
Circle. Ladles ctteai Friday night to play clarionet in the quite
roads in the future. We have enough
thirl -aturday evenings of orchestra there for the
leap year ball.
K., meets drsi <«>1
material to cover all of our highways a !
A valentine sociable was enjoyed by foot deep with crushed ruck, and this is
Pleasant Rebekah Lodge Friday a conservative estimate.
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Our highways have been steadily
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Chicago, easily be carried if the hills were cut
Kr iy evening
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F.
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Mrs.
with
met
The N'ewlv Weds
He has not north end we have suffered especially
cousin, Mrs. L. A. Shaw.
afternoon.
Stevens Wednesday
been here before since he was 5 years from steep grades, having two
returned old.
Μγν. W. II. Robinson has
steep hills in going to our railroad stawell.
tion at West Paris. A few years ago we
from the hospital, and is doing
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at home from Congregational
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at least we had better roads under
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fore the advent of the machine road
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Mr. and Mrs. Percy Kankin
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It seems strange that in the light of
the Morton-Penfold
c ruing to attend
It is said that one of the busiest our twentieth century knowledge and
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wedding.
places in towu since the snow came,
improvement, we have been progressing
the winter road which comes down the backward in the matter of our highways,
The ladies" flinch club met Wednesday
near
Re- Mixer valley and into the highway
a thing so essential to our advancement,
iftemoon with Miss Anna Morse.
Oue of the team- but so it is. The
Four Corners
enlightened nations of
freshments were served, and a pleasant Kiug's
there
from
and sters who .has been hauling
all ages have recognized the vast imafternoon was spent with llinch
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wood
of
loads
estimates that forty
portance of having good roads to stimusociability.
lumber in various forms have come out late commerce and facilitate travel and
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over the road every day.
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night Tuesday evening of this week,
this that the anclefit Romans built in Britain
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Hamlin Lodge. K. of P.,
and Mt. Hope Lodge of Norway and on the continent, the magnificent
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an invitation to visit Onhighways that Napoleon created in
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the Alps, prove
ward Lodge of West Pans Tuesday- France, Italy and over
Miss Abbie Starbird started Saturday evening of this week. Arrangements that they recognized the vast importance
roads.
Kansas,
morning for Fort Leaveuworth,
have been made for a special train, of having and maintaining good
StarAs I have remarked, our highways
to join her brother, Capt. Alfred A.
which is advertised to leave South 1 aris
is
worse, and
bird of the United States Army, who
about U o'clock, and will return at the have been steadily growing
it certainly seems as if the climax was
now stationed there.
convenience of the party.
reached last year, for our roads were the
Later returns bring the net receipts
Saturday's rain storm had no pretence worst we have ever known. One citiSeneca
the
of
from the birthday party
of snow about it, as there has been about zen of an adjoining town remarked
Club up to between forty and fifty dol- most of the storms this winter, but was that our main highway was not as good
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be
will
by
which
lars,
almost a tropical downpour. The fog as his cart road across his farm, and
the support of the reading room.
;»nd warm weather cut our little snow to that was not much exaggerated either.
and already there are It is a mistaken policy to try to get
The next district meeting of Rebekahe pieces very fast,
in the roads, and one warm
along cheap one year, for "whatever
will be held with Mt. Pleasant Lodge bare spots
will make havoc with the sledding
cause, as it means increased expenditure
here at its regular meeting on the l-5th day
the generally. Just two weeks thus far thin the next year. We need a liberal policy
of March. The vice-president of
was sledding everywhere.
of expenditure of money on our highKebekah Assembly of Maine will nuke winter when it
we have high or low taxes
her oilicial visit at that time.
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will be the usual articles relative to
Don't forget that the Oriental llaku" ibere
Tuesday in March, skipping one meeting
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and have your money all in by that from Gary Street
day afternoon last. There were several sure
There will also
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The Good Cheer will have no sup- m South Paris village.
t>e the following articles relating to matmembers, and the afternoon was pleas- per
at their hall this year but lunches
1
than routine business:
antly spent in work and conversation. cau be purchased in New Hall at very ters of other
build
Delicious refreshments were served at reasonable rates. Good music will be
Art. 13. To fee If the town will vote to
until
near U. W. Berry's,
4:30, and were followed by music,
furnished and everything points to a twoHWItobbridges,one
Parker'»,
near
1
one
George
West Paris, an
the fast approaching twilight caused the very successful fair.
South Parle, ami what sum of money the town
reluctant breaking up of the party.
will vote to raise (or the same.
Notes of the Schools.
Art. 14. To see wh;it sum of money the t>wn
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Frank Bennett's.
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was day
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Lowell.
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of
earlug
the
for
In
trust,
purpose
for
wood,
A M., Tuesday evening, the officers
the Durell Hill CemeN'ames of scholars who left off the most William McKenney lot InRawion
lot In the Mounthe coming year were installed by Distery and for the Otis B.
in
times
spelling:
tain Ash Cemetery In Blscoe District.
trict Deputy B. L. Swift in an impressive
Î2.
Marlon
Slinp*on,
Fourth grade—
After the close of the lodge an
manner
Art. 30. To see what sum of mo ley the town
Thirl grade—Mary Sbbott, 28.
will vote to raise to purchase twj new road
otster stew was served, and was partakSecond grade— Doris Kerr, 15.
machines.
of
en of by a good number of members
The following programme was given
Art. 34. To see if tbe towu will Instruct the
the lodge and visitors. The full list of after which a valentine box was enjoyed
Superintending School Committee to maintain
officers of the lodge is as follows:
children:
«ehools In the ttlscoe. Forbes, Partridge, Snow's
by the
Porter
W \| —Wallace Β Strickland.
New Year'·» Greeting. Falls, Hall, Whlttemore, Tubbs, Bolster,
Concert reading
S. VV —!.. L.
Districts.
thawed.

mt^nif.t>VhuVhfnlKtv.
l-i-t.Vr
>

[.rayer
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Υ,ϊοr-UountUu*.
Kn>'»rnpmeut,^lr*t
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'?t —W.^K^'KlnibaU

mWm''κ.^Kimball1
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yU.T".Cl-3econd

''VTaV-Stony
p.^lUmHn
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Hrlitit*.
•J W —Sa η for I M. Krown,
Trt'a*.—W. o. Krothlngham.
Sec.—Waiter L. Gray.
Chap.—Kev. J. W. Cheebro.
Mar —1 harles H. George
S. I) —J. S Horr.
•I I» —Carl Mason.
Tyler—W. A. Porter.

A Secoml Grader
tH>!Ws Washing Day
My Flag.........
A Little Washington
Concert reading
\ February Robin
The Valentine#,

Washington,

Considering the number of other distractions on that evening, the musicale
at Mr. Burnbam's Tuesday evening was
well attended. The programme as given
in the Democrat last week was carricd
out with only slight variations, and a
number of encores were given. It was a
delightful musical evening, enjovable to
all. About $17 00 will be netted by the
Kpwortb League, under whose auspices
the musicale was given. Some excitement was caused during the evening by
a lady in the audience fainting, and
carrying down with her a small table
wi'h a lamp, but the lamp was not
broken and no fire was set and no damMuch credit is due Mrs.
age done.
Burnham and her assistants for the success of the affair.
Kemember that it In only a short time
Thursday and Friday evenings,
Feb. 27th and 28th, the dates set for the
presentation of the drama, "The Country Minister," under the auspices of the
Good Cheer Society. The cast of the
play is as follows:
Bev. Ralph l'n<lerwoo<l, the countrv mints
li. T. Thayer
ter
Gregory Ileath, of the worhl at large.
H T. Brlgge
JU't Panloe, a wreck »n the ocean of life,
C. T. Hebbarti
Timothy Hodil. who woul I rather whittle
now to

H. C. Fletcher
than work
Deacon Hotter, "just a trifle <leef,'\.J. J. Merrill
L. W. Clark
William Henry, <
k.,
kl<U,
Η Λ n^omb
« county
Toiu sparrow.
8 Burbank
.J.
Mr. Klltlnc. an officer
Helen Burleigh, from the city. Mise H. M. Porter
Jeruaha Jane JuUklne, the i-ostniletre»·,
Mrs. Κ C. McAnlle
Mr». I. Ε Andrews
Boxy, "a freeh air klU,"
Mre. A. L. Holmes
Granny Grime·,...
Misa Β. A. Murphy
Fanny, a mailt

j

j

The advance aale of reserved seats will
begin Friday evening, February 21, at 7
o'clock at Shurtleff'a drug store.

Her Troubles Just

Concert reading

Begun,.

Helen l.oweil.
Dorl* Kerr.
Onma Abbott.
Leo Lowell
The Presidents.
Mary Abbott.

Bernlce Simpson.

Leon Curtis.
Marlon Simpson.

Good night.

Morton-Penfold.
On Wednesday afternoon. Feb. 12, occurred the wedding of William'P. Morthe
ton and Mrs. Agnes L. Penfold, at
bride's home on Pleasant Street, South
Paris. The bridal couple entered to
the strains of the Lohengrin wedding
march, played by Mrs. Cora S. Briggs.
The ceremony was performed by Rev.
A. T. McWhorter, pastor of the South
Paris Congregational church, of which
the bride is a member, the single ring
service being used. The bride was
gowned in a very handsome light pastel
silk. The groom wore the regulation
black. Only the immediate relatives of
the parties were present, and it was a
very quiet but pretty affair.
The bride is very popular in the
musical and social circles of the town,
and is a member of the Euterpean,
Seneca and Fan-Tan Clubs. Mr. Morthe
ton, who is well known, conducts
business of the Paris Advertising Co. at
South Paris. There are a great many
friends of both to wish them long life

1, Ark

full moon.
I.O.O. F.—Norway Lodge.—Regular meeting
In Old Follows' Half, every Tuesday Evening.
Wildey Encampment, No. 21, meets In Odd
Fellows' lla.l, second and fourth Friday Evenings of each month. Mt. Hope Rebekah Lodge,
No. 53, meets on flrst and third Friday of each
month.
K.of P.—Regular meeting In Hathaway Block
every Thursday Evening. U. R., A. O. Noyce
D vision, No. 12, mi et* third Friday of each
month. Lake Assembly, No. 33. P. 8.,'second
and fourth Friday evenings of each month.
P. of H.—Norway Grange meets second and
fourth Saturdavs of each mouth at Grange Hall.
G. A. R.—Harry Rust Pont, No. 51, meets In
New G. A. R. Hall on the llrst Tuesday Evening
of each month.
W. IL C.—Meets in New G. A.R. Hall, Mon

day evening.

S. E. O. P.—Lakeside Lodge, No. 177, meets In
Sew G. A.R. Hall, on the llrst and third Wednesday evenings of each month
O U. A. N.—Norway aud South Parle Council,
No. ft), meets at G. A. R. Hall every Tuesday
evening.
U.O. P. K.—Elm Tree Colony, No. 1W, meets
second and fourth Wednesday evenings of each
mon'h.
U. O. G. C.—Norway Commandery, No. 247.
mixta second and fourth Thursday eveulngs of
aaeh month
K. G. E.—Oxford Castle, No. 2, meets In Ryerson hall, every Thursday evening, Septemlier to
May, llrst ami third Thursday evenings, May to

September.

Fred H. Cummings is building a bunon Pike's Hill near Frank E. DeCoster's place, 20 χ 24. He has a crew
at work on it and will have the building
ready for use with warm weather.
The saw mill at the upper end of the
village is operated by C. B. Cuminings
& Sons to its limit.
A special assembly of Oxford Council,
No. 14, R. and S. M., was held at Masonic
Hall Saturday evening to determine the
late of the trip to Fryeburg to confer
the Council degrees. The date is Thursday, Feb. 27th, 9:50 from South Paris.
A delegation from Oxford Lodge, No.
IS, F. and A. M., met the remains of
rheodore L·. Webb at the South Paris
station Wednesday afternoon and escortsd it to Pine Grove Cemetery where
Masonic services were held. Mr. Webb
was at one time in trade in this place
under the firm name of Webb A Wakefield. He was a member of Norway
Lodge, No. 10, 1. O. O. F., of Oxford
Lodge, No. 18, F. and A. M., and Oxford
Chapter, No. 29, R. A. M., and the Unitîd Commercial Travelers. He died at
tiis home in Bangor Saturday. He was
of
born in Bridgton Dec. 1, '58, son
SValter and Adeline (Savage) Webb. He
married Annie P.
Beal, daughter of
Webster Beal. He is survived by a
widow and two sons, Maurice B. and
Harold S., and one sister, Mrs. Roswell

galow

Indictments have been found in the
United States Court against George Fred
Terry and Henry W. Boshan of Waterville, charging conspiracy to defraud the
government in the classification and

An Italian known as Eana Laviulicisci,
aged about 24 years of age and said to be
a single man, one of the large gang of
Italian laborers employed by the Maine
Steamship Company at Portland to take
the place of the striking stevedores refusing to accept a reduction of wages,

The W. C. T. U. supper and entertainment at Concert Hall Wednesday evening was very largely attended. Both
the supper and entertainment were first
class and a good sum of money was saved
for the poor.
Rev. Herbert Frank Moulton of Biddeford gave his illustrated lecture, Aboard
and Abroad, at the Opera House Tuesday
evening before a very appreciative audience. The lecture was given under
the auspices of the Universalist church
music committee, proceeds to bo used

j

died at the Maine General Hospital Sunday forenoon as the result of a fall that
caused a compound fracture of his skull.

NEIGHBORHOOD FA\rORITE.

improving
people's looks
when fitted by one
who understands how.

Tbej

"Consumption had me in its grasp;
and I had almost reached the jumping
off place when I was advised to try Dr.
want to
King's New Discovery; and· I
life. Imsay right now, it saved my
first bottle,
provement began with the
and after taking one dozen bottles 1 was
and happy man again," says
a well
As
George Moore of Grimesland, N. C.
and heala remedy for coughs and colds
er of weak, sore lungs and for preventis suing pneumonia New Discovery
at F. A. Shurtleff
preme. 50c and 111.00
A Co., Druggists. Trial bottle free.

President Charles Lincoln White of
Colby College has been notified that be
hae been chosen associate corresponding
secretary of the American Baptist Home
Missionary Society of New York, and
will tender his resignation as head of
Colby College to take effect at the end
of the college year and will accept the
position. Rev. Charles Lincoln White
has been president of Colby since July 1,
1901. He was born in Nashua, Ν. H., in
1863, graduated from Brown University
In 18S7, and from Newton Theological
and happiness.
Seminary in 1890. He received the de
receivwere
Many handsome presents
from Bowdoio
gree of doctor of divinity
and
relatives.
ed from friends
in 190*2.
College
afterthe
on
left
bridal
The
couple
noon express for a short wedding trip.
a SUFFERING AND DOLLARS SAVED
The bride's traveling costume was
E. S. Leper" of Marilla, Ν. Y., says
dark blue broadcloth suit with bat to
had man]
match. They will be at home to their "I am a carpenter and have
friends at the Briggs bouse, the former severe cuts healed by Bucklen's Arnici |
anc
home of the bride, after March 1st. No Salve. It baa saved me suffering
dollars. It is by far the beat healing
cards.
salve I have ever found." Heals burns
I
ulcers, fever «ores, eczema am
It is said that a rich molybdenum sores,
at F. A. Shurtleff Λ Co. >
25c
shore
the
near
piles.
mine has bees discovered
Druggist·.
of Tank Pond in Hanooak.

are

to moet

Your eyes are too
precious to neglect.
You owe tbem all the
attention

they

that

and

Underwear

care

may need.

All Kinds

FUL

ATTENTION

HERE.

kidneys, renders It
it out of the system.

That Is why Urlc-0 Is such
admirable and effective cure for Rheumat'sm.
The chief reason that Urlc-O Is such a wonderful cure for Rheumatism Is, that It Is designed
and prepired to cure Rheumatism and Rheumatism onlv. It Is composed of perfect antidotes
for the rheumatic acid and poison In the system.
This is the stcret of Its wonderful success.
Ithcumatlsm slnudy cannot exist In α person's
system If Urlc-O is used.
Urlc-O is sol I by druggists at 75c. and #1.00 the
bottle, but If you still feel skeptical about Its
efficacy you can test It free of charge by cutting
out this advertisement and sending same, together with your name and address, also the
name of your druggist, to The Smith Drug Compmv, 965 Smith llldg Syracuse, Ν. Y., and they
wlll'send you an order on the dealer for a 75c.
bottle, free.
Urlc-O !■> sold and personal'v recommended In
South
Sou'h I'aris by K. A. Shurtleff A Co
6-7
I'arls, Me.
an

PARIS,

At Prices You Cannot Refuse
Buy. Very Low.

Francisco, California.
Incorporate·! In 18«3.

of Pan

Commenced Business In 1863.

$1,600,000.00.

2,*04
72 I t.'

Interest and Rents
All other assets

|6,Ι17.49"ί 20
17:»,3!»: 17

Gross Assets
l>edu<::l Items not admitted,

Capital actually paid up

Surplus beyond capital,

HOME MADE CANDY

fROBATE

J. H. Fletolier,
Norway, Me.

opp. Ulna. House.

Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge.

1
the matter of
STIRLING A. D0B80N, | In Bankruptcy.
Bankrupt. )
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Distrtct Court of the United States for the District
Iη

prices are the lowest. Our store is open Monday
We
Saturday evenings, closes other nights at 6:15.
have extra help Saturday evenings.

and

The Ε. N. Swett Shoe Company,

Si

—

F.

see cause.

ROANA C. ROBINSON, late of Sumner, defor allowance by
ceased; Until account
J. Blake Robinson, administrator.

presented

to build up the
than our

account for benetlt of Fred W. Flt'-li presented
for allowance by John 1*. Fltcb, trustee.

GEORGE FITCH, late of Hlrain,
account for benellt of Webster Fitch
by John P. Fitch, trustee.
ADDISON E. IIERRICK,
A true copy—attest :

deceased ;

presented

Judge of said Court.

well as can

Farmers'

Jy>

Week at U. of

South I'arls, Feb. 12, bv Rev. A. T. Mc
Wh)rtcr, Mr. William I'. Morton and Mrs
Agnes L. Pen f·-Id, both of South I'arls.
In itumfonl Falls, Feb. 12, by Rev. Haroh
Hanson, Mr. Albro llennlgar anil Miss Rachat
In

M.

Last year the College of Agriculture,
University of Maine, offered a four days'
course of a very"practical nature to the
farmers of the state. This proved to be
such a grand success that this year from
March 9th to 13th, inclusive, tbe College
of Agriculture is preparing a program
for the farmers and their wives that will,
if possible, eclipse that of last year.
The Bangor and Aroostook Railroad
will offer one fare for (he round trip and
tbe Maine Central, Somerset, and Washington County railroads will give one and
one-third fare for the round trip. This
is certainly one of the most commendable
linee of work the College of Agriculture
is doing for the rural population of the
state of Maine. It offers all those who
will give a few hours of their time the
maximum amount of practical information, so far as this is possible, by lectures
and demonstrations, in the minimum
amount of time. Not only are they offering instruction in the most up to date
and approved methods of agriculture in
order to secure better farm management,
but they have secured the services of one
of tbe leading instructors in the country
Domestic
and
in Home Economics
Science. This should bring a host of
farmers, their wives, sons and daughters
to the College of Agriculture at Oronu
during the second week in March.
The farmers of tbe state deserve as
much as any class of people an occasional recreation, and this is an admirable

time to secure rest, recreation, enlightenment and enthusiasm in their calling
at one and the same time. Let the οία
and middle aged attend and be young
again, as when they were planning theii
first real home, and the sons and daughters attend and carry away some ideas
that may aid in building up that home
to oome. Attend these meetings and
return home with a greater enthusiasm
for your work, with greater interest anc
pride in your calling, and perhaps a de
termination to make the old farm tc
yield up more in the way of dollars anc
cents, and also a more comfortable oi
even a luxurious livelihood.

KEEPING OPEN HOUSE.

Everybody is welcome when we fee
good; and we feel that way only wbei
oar digestive organs are working prop
erly. Dr. King's New Life Pills regu
late the action of stomach, liver am
bowels so perfectly, one can't help feel
Ing good when he uses these pills. 25
at F. ▲. Shurtleff & Co.'· drug store.

Anderson.
In Rutnford Fall·), Feb. 10, Mr. Joseph l'err;
and Miss Margaret Gaudet.
In Rumfonl Falls, Feb. 12, Mr. Charles W
Hynee of Westbrook and Mies Alberta J. Palme
of Mexico.

Died.
Ruinford Falls, Feb Mrs. Ella, wife of S
Robinson, of West Peru.
In Hiram, Feb. 5. M s. Thompson Cotton, agei ,
87 years.
In Frycburg, Feb. 9, Marcla Luella, daughte
of Mr. and Mrs. Ilcury L. Brooks, aged about
months.
In Grafton, Feb. 3, George A. Otis, aged 7
F.

In

«
years.
In Bangor, Feb. 8, Theodore L. Webb, aged 4
years.
in Norway, Feb. 6, William Edward, lnfan
son of Mr. and Mrs Ε. E. Witt.
In Norwar. Feb. 8, Mrs. Callsta Illchardeor
widow of Calvin Richardson, aged 74 years.
In West Buckllel'l, Feb. 9, Mrs. Octavla Flags
widow of Horatio Fiagg, aged 74 years, 1 montti
In West I'arls. Feb. 9, Fessenden Swan, age
88 years, 7 months, 6 days.
In Canton, Feb. 8, John C. Dearborn, aged 7
years.
In Canton, Feb. 9, George B. Btandley.
In DlxAel I, Feb. 8. L. ( Ruck, sgel 7f> yean
In Dlxflell, Feb. 12, Mrs. 1 rlscllla Grovei
aged 74 years.
In Rumfonl Fall·), Feb. 11, Charles Tldd, age
80 years.

11th,

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
WHEREAS. May J. Smith of Peru, tn tli
County of Oxford, and Stato of Maine, by he
/
mortgage deed dated the 31st day of Marcn, c
D. 1900, and recorded In the Oxfonl Registry
Ui
to
me,
Deeds, book 289, page 494, conveyed
undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land wit
the buildings thereon situate In Peru, In th
County of Oxford and State of Maine, atto Dlcl
wli
vale, so-called, and bounded as follows,
Northeasterly by the homestead farm of Ollvi
the homestead fan
Northwesterly
by
;
O.Tracy
li
of Charles J. Tracy ; Southerly by northerly
line of Ε. H Lovejoy and David L. Chenery an
tl
L
David
Chenery;
of
nid
land
easterly by
of tl
same being the former homestead farm
■aid May J. Smith, containing eeventy acre
I
conveyed
same
tho
premises
more or leas, and
t
the said May J. Smith by John A. Putnam
190
A.
D.
11th,
dated
deed
September
warranty
and whereas the condition of said mortgage lr
been broken, now, therefore by reason of tl
breach of the condition thereof I claim a for
closute of said mortgage.
Dated at Dlxflelu, Maine, this 1Mb day
February, A. D. 1908.
IONE HARLOW.
9
7

system.

Hypophosphites.

of

a

especially

Lungs.

Botrtlos 75 cents.

Pint

AT THE PHARMACIES O?

F. A.SHURTLEFF& CO.
Soutli Paris, Maine.

FOLEYSHONET^TAR XiifiiiaaaaaaQaaaqaaaaaaaaaQ sseeeeeae^qaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa»
F.

F.

MIIFRTLEFF A CO.

A.

A.

8HIRTLEFF A

CO.

Cures Coldsi Prevents Pneumonia

Mark Down Sale of Men's Suits
Your attention is directed to our
semi-annual Sale of Men's Suits. We
are determined to close out all of our

Winter Suits. We advise you to
early before the best is gone.
and

pick
qualities

from.

for

for

$10

fancy gray,
plaids. Regular

and

$12

grades

for

Copyright

1907

by

(J |

have suffered the same fate,
Several dollars ofl* the price

d» 1 Λ

Ψ 1V

**

0feach.

FOSTER,
MONEY BACK IF NOT SUITED.

ΠΑΙΝΕ.

NORWAY,

Hart Schaffner & Mar*

are now

Ovei*CO&t)S

plain
htripes and

ONE PRICE CLOTHIER.

At Canton, Maine. Will pay fair
cash value for the same, f. o. b. cars
We solicit your
Canton, Maine.

suits.

$15 grades

in

Η. B.

Bark Wanted.

fitting

$7.50

Suits

Business

to

you

Suits

in gray and brown effects.
Finely tailored and perfect

cashmeres

shades

Many

come

Snappy up-to-date

in

Men's Winter Suits
worsteds

i-tatcd.
to them at their places of residence as
Witness the Hon. Clarence II<LE Judge
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortA.
land, ln said District, on the 15th day of Feb.,
D. lUC8.
Ε. Η Ε W ΕΥ, Clerk.
J
M
A
ES
8.]
[L.
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—JAMES E. HEWKY, Clerk.

correspondence.
2-7

LYMAN W. SMITH CO.

Sleigh

Heaters! Fur Driving Coats

I am
Now is the time you need to use a Sleigh Heater.
The
and
$2.50.
for
$1.25, $1.50, $1.75
selling them
in thi'ds.
divided
dozen
1
of
cakes,
box
a
for
coal
75c.
with it.
Try one and you will be well pleased

JAMES N. FAVOR, &°s%YoE^CKER
OX Main St.,

NOTICE.
The subscriber hereby gives notice that he h»
been duly appointed administrator of th
estate of
JAMES 1*. DAILEV, late of Canton,
in the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and give
bonds as the law directs. All persons havtn
demands against the estate of said deceased ar
desired to present the same for aettlement, an
all Indebted thereto are requested to mako pa]
ment Immediately.
MILFOBD A. WAITE.
1906.
Feb.

grip you need something
You will find nothing better

the

diseases of the Throat and

ALBERT D. PARK. Register.

■

expected.

or

CO.
A ΓΟ.
SOriiTLEFF Α.
unrnTT rrr

combination of medicinal agents capable of
stimulating the appetite, giving tone to the entire system, and supplying the energy needed to overcome
valuable in the treatment of
disease. It is
It is

XAVIER

was

a

A.

F.

Compound Syrup

(ln

doing as

η

—

CO.

After bad colds

HARVEY KENNEY, late of Mexico, de
ceased; petition for an allowance out·»! personal
estate presented by Melissa Kenncy widow.
ELI-IS P. RUSSELL, late ff Sunm r, ·!<·.!
ceased ; petlt'on for order t> •M-ti'ibutP bal u.ee |
remaining In her hands prcseuted by Lottie M.
Russell, administratrix.
FLORENCE E. NEWMAN, lite of Dlxlleld,
ward ; flnal account presented for allowance by
Henry H. Luce, guardian.
GEORUE FITCH, late of Hiram, deceased;

ORDER OF NOTICE
DISTRICT OF Mai.ve, bs.
On this 15th day of Feb., A. D. 11)08, on readIt Is—
ing the foregoing petition,That
a hearing be had
Ordered by the Court.
of March, A. D.
upon the same on the tith day
In said Disat
said
Court
Portland,
IÎW1S, before
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that
DemIn
the
Oxford
be
thereof
notice
published
and
ocrat, a newspaper printed In said District,
that all known creditors, and other iwrsons In
and
said
time
place,
Interest, may appear at the
and show cause, If anv tliev have, why the prayer of said petitioner snould not be granted.
And it le further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known credItora copies of said petition ami this order, addressed to them at their places of resilience as

Toloph.ono 110-3.

eiUTRTLEFF A.

A.

Block, Norway, Maine,

House

Opera

published

they

our

and

NOTICES.

To all persons Interested In cither of the estate* I
hereinafter named :
At a Probate Court, held at Romford, in
and for the County of Oxford, on the eleventh 1
day of February, in the year of our Lord one
thousand nine hundred and eight. The follow- I
ing matter navlng been presented for the action I
thereupon hereinafter Indicated, It Is hereby 1
OKDF.RKD:
That notice thereof be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be i
<>x
published three weeks successively In attheSouth
tori Democrat, a newspaper
a
at
that
In
said
may
appear
they
County,
Paris,
Probate Court to be held at Paris, on the
third Tuesdsy of March, A. 1). 1908, at 9 of the
clock In tbe forenoon, and be heard thereon If

STORE,

SHOE

CLASS

FIRST

1,000,000
««,922 11

Aggregate amount of 1 abilities In$5,038,093 (I
cluding uet surplus,
FREELAND HOWE, Agent.
Norway, Maine.
7-9

she
just as much
used to when you and she
were sweethearts.
as

made.

ever

Wool Bals, Felt Shoes, All Kinds of Rubbers, in fact, we
would expect to find in a
carry a full line of everything yu

c

in cash

Reduction.

cents

including Wool Boots, Socks, Leggins, Wool Slippers,

LIABILITIES, December31,1907.

Net amount of unpaid losses and
$ 404,3*2 98
claims
Amount required to «afely re-Insure
2,870,737 19
all outstanding risks,
All other demands against the com
256.056 86
pany, viz. : commissions, etc.,

50

cents to

Winter Footwear,

$.">,938,09!· 03

value,

25

WE HAVE A LARGE STOCK OF ALL KINDS OF

of the company at their actual

Take home a box of our
Your
delicious candies.
wife likes

Price.

LAMB COATS

to

vestment you

Aggregate of all the admitted assets

Surprise the Children.

Regular

it will be the best in-

now

..

WHEN IN NORWAY

Less than

INTERESTED ARE YOU?
Come and see us. If you buy

DUTTON, President.
WEINMANN, Secretory.

LOUIS

In Cash

$4

WORK COATS,

Fur Coats

WILLIAM J.

to

MAINE.

ASSETS, December31,1907.
Real Estate owned by tbe company,
I 8C6,0."4 00
unincumbered
Loans on bond and mortgage (ilrst
297,9S0
Hens)
182,Λ0Ο
Loans secured by collateral·,
Stocks and bonds owned by the comri.erti.S.M
pany, market vilue
C ft ρ li In the company's principal of500,648
fices and In banks
Premiums In due course of coîhctlon,
7n«.4i»î
Klre an·! Marine,
31,903
Kills Receivable

Confectioner,

$1

40 cents to $1.00 off.

EYESIGHT SPECIALIST,
SOUTH

Winter Overcoats

Odd Trousers

S. RICHARDS,

Capital Paid Up

now

Cut Price.

at a

THEY GET CARE-

Mrs. E. D. Charles of Harbor, Maine,
speaking of Electric Bitters, says: % "It stated.
Witness the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge
is a neighborhood favorite here with of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at PortIt deserves to be a favorite every- land, In 'aid District, on the 15th day of Feb.,
us."
j
where. It gives quick relief in dyspep- A D 1908
.TAMES E. HEWF.Y, Clerk.
[L.'s.J
sia, liver complaint, kidney derangeA true copv of petition and order thereon.
AttestHMKS f IIEWEY, Clerk.
ment, malnutrition, nervousness, weakIts action on
ness and general debility.
the blood, as a thorough purifier makes
Bankrupt's Petition for Discharge,
for choir purposes.
1
Moses Mosher of North Waterford was it especially useful as a spring medicine. I η the matter of
XAVIER GIRARDIN alias I
Bl.ntru.ltrv
Bankruptcy.
before the municipal court Wednesday This grand alterative tonic is Bold unFRANK JORDAN.
After hearing der guarantee at F. A. Shurtleff & Co.'s
on a liquor complaint.
of Hartford, Bankrupt.)
several witnesses in the matter, and re- drug store. 50c.
To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District Court of the United -States for the District
marks by the county attorney—Mosher
A.
of Maine:
v
The suicide by hanging of Charles
had no attorney—the court found him
GIRARDIN, alias FRANK JORdeguilty and imposed a fine of $100 and Russell of Freeman is reported,
of Hartford, ln the County of OxDAN,
cause.
as
the
recosts. Upon payment of costs Mosher spondency being named
ford, and State of Maine, ln said District, of
wan dlactiargea.
spectfully represents, that on the liïth day
was duly adjudged bankWomen.
he
for
Itellef
U
last
Here
at
March,
past,
F. Elliott Tower will give a concert
to
rupt under the Acta of Congress relating all
If you have pains In the back, Urinary, Β lad
tbe Opera House on the evening of Tuesbankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered
ilcr or Kidney trouble, and want a certain, pleas
has
and
has
several
of
and rights
property,
day, March 17. Mr. Tower
ant herli cure for w· man's Ills, try Uothci ■ds property
all the requirements of said
times given to the people of Norway a Gray's Λ nut rnlinii-T.enf. It Is a safe anil fudy compiled with
\cts and of the orders of Court touching his
At Drugdsts or by mall
nevêr-falllng
regulator.
entertainment.
musical
first-class
Address
bankruptcy
ai cents.
Sample package FREE.
Wherefore he prays, that lie may be decreed
Dr. A. H. Staples entertained bis The Mother Gray Co., Le Roy, Ν Y.
bv the Court to nave a full discharge from all
brother, Geo. B. Staples, of Brunswick,
said
debts provable against Ids estate under
are
an
this week.
To Break In Kew Shoe· Alwayi t'ae
bankruptcy \cts, except such debts
Samuel Π. Ilayden of Haverhill will Allen's Foot-Ease, a powder. It prevents Tight excepted bv law from such discharge.
A. D. 1008.
February.
of
iv
d
Ptli
this
Dated
Sweating I
enjoy a uew boat on the lake next sum- tiens ami Blistering, cures Swollen.
Χ Λ VIΚ It GI It \ it DIN. alias
Aching feet. At all Druggists ami shoe stores
It is reported to be a beauty.
mer.
FRANK JORIMN, Bankrupt.
mallei FREE. Address, A. S
2.5c.
Sample
LilMrs. R. L. Powers and daughter
oumcu of notice thkkeo.v.
Olmsted, Le Hoy, Ν. Y.
house
Tilton
lian will move from the Dr.
District ok Maine, se.
read
on Cottage Street to rooms in the Amos
On this 1.1th day of Feb., A. D. lft-8, on
Born.
the foregoing petition, It Is—
Street.
Ing
Noyes house on Deering
ha I
be
a
that
hearing
Court,
Ordered by the
Peter Buck is sick with fever. Ile has
of March. A. 1*.
upon the same on the tith day
Jan 30, to the wife of Fred W
Dissaid
ln
In
time
South
Paris,
for
some
Portland,
home
at
bis
to
Court
said
confined
before
been
!!»«,
and that
Waterhouse, a eon
trict, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon;
Mrs. T. Π. Sawin entertained her
In Kuniford Kails, Feb. 10, to the wife ο
notice thereof be published In The Oxford Dem
and
District,
said
In
niece, Mrs. Ida Gibbs, of Augusta, this Charles Demerrltt, a son.
ocrat, α newspaper iirlnted
In North Rucklleld. Jan. 31, to the wife ο
week. Mrs. Gibbs is tbe matron of tbe
that all known creditor*, and other persons In
a son.
and piacc
time
said
George
at
Spauldlng,
the
Interest, may appear
Children's Home at Augusta.
the
In Nortn Rucklleld, Feb. 4, to the wife of Jo
ami sluw cause, If any tliev have, why
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. seph Cummtngs, a ilaugliter.
should nut be granted.
prayer of said petitioner
the
that
broke
and
the
rocker
Court,
a
from
Ordered
Paul Howe fell
And It is further
by
Clerk shall send by mall to all known creditor*
her arm Sunday morning. A physician
addressed
Married.
ordor,
this
anil
said
of
petition
copies
at once called and little Julia is

OFF PLACE.

specta-

have to wear

weighing of the mails. Terry is the of Maine:
head of the Sawyer Publishing Co. of
A. DOBSON, of Rum ford. In the
Waterville, which publishes several pa- STIRLING
^
County of Oxford, and State of Maine,
represents, that
pers of the kind known as "mail order" In said District, respectfully last
past, he was
on the luth day of March,
publications. Boshan is a clerk in the duly
the Ante of
under
bankrupt,
adjudged
Waterville post office. The trial is ex- Congress
relating to Bankruptcy; that he has
rights of
pected to como the last of this month. duly surrendered all his property and
fully compiled with all the
At about the same time an order of the property, and hassaid
Acts and of the orders of
of
requirements
post office department cuts off the Court touching his bankruptcy.
Wherefore he prays, That he may be deSawyer papers from the second-class
by the Court to have a full discharge from
postage rate, and their publication ie creed
all debts provable against Ids estate under said
suspended. Terry has once before been bankruptcy Acts, except such debts as are exin trouble, in the case of the Fairfield cepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 12th day of Feb., A. D. 1908.
Floral Co., in which he paid a fine for
STIRLING A. DOBSON, Bankrupt.
using the mails to defraud.
TIIKHKO.\.

trip.

Art. 35. To see If tho town will vote to accept
the town
the lettacy of William H. Dennett given
lot In
of Paris' for the perpetual care of his
town.
Norway Pine Gro\e Cemetery" In said

JUMPING

Hath was so well pleased with the success of its celebration of the 300th anniversary of the birth of American ship»
ping last year that there is talk of holding another celebration during the coming summer. The talk is becoming so
strong that it is probable that the preliminary steps will soon be taken, and a
mass meeting of prominent citizens called at an early date to take action. Of
course there will have to be a reason for
such a celebration but this will not be
hard to find, and one has already been
mentioned prominently, the 00th anniversary of the first city government of
Bath. It will be the plan to conduct the
celebration along the samo lines as the
big ter centennial, which was the biggest
aud most successful affair of its kind
ever carried out in the state.

Frost.
Mrs. V. W. Hills entertained the Merry Eight at dinner and whist Thursday
evening at her home on Cottage Street.
Stated convocation of Oxford Royal
Arch Chapter, No. 29, was held at Masonic Hall Wednesday eveniog. Work
Royal Arch. Banquet was served after
the work.
Capt. Moses P. Stiles was at hie Portland office during the week. The captain
bas a very prosperous business in Portland, which he manages in connection
with hie Norway office. He is at Norway every other week.
Jeweler Fred A. Cole is the only Norway Citizen who observed Lincoln's day.
Mr. Cole's show window was very prettily and appropriately decorated with
the martyred president's picture surrounded with miniature American flags.
Seth W. Fife of Fryeburg was in town
Wednesday and Thursday on a business

and Mountain

THE

hero of the historical story, after his escape from the horrors with lone, renounced his heathen faith and accepted
the true. In writing to bis friend Sallnst
he says: "We know that we are united
in the soul, as in the flesh, forever and
forever! Ages may roll on, our very dust
be dissolved, the earth shrivelled like a
scroll; but round and round the circle of
eternity rolls the wheel of life, imperishable, unceasing! And as the earth
from the sun, so immortality drinks happiness from virtue, which is the smile
upon the face of God!"
The young lady who ie at Horatio
Davee's has lately been through a critical
operation, when some kind of a sore that
interfered with digestion was removed
Lewiston.
by Surgeon Webber of
We hear that she is doing well. What
skill is often displayed in these days in
the removal of parasites, fungus growths,
that have no rightful place on the inward parts. Sometimes the parts that
nature placed there are slashed out, to
the improvement of the original man.
"Great is Diana of the Ephesians."
On the anniversary of Lincoln's birth,
the 12th, to-morrow evening, at Nezinscot Hall, he will get λ good send-off
from local celebrities. It goes without
saying that no word of dispraise can
truthfully be uttered at any time or
place. It cannot be done. As the years
go on, and as more of him is brought into view, the more will he be honored and
John.
loved.

Closing Out Their
Winter Clothing: at
Greatly Reduced Prices.
Are

Will not eafler if you
cles.

Norway,

( Proprietors of Two Stores. )

South Paris,

•

OKAND TKCNK SAILWAT.

Commencing

ÎA·

John'· Letter.

to Our Roads.
Only two weeks to town meeting.
NORWAY.
When circumstances over which you
Democrat:
Incorporation of the Citizen# Tele- Editor
have uo control compel you to heat your
that a
Democrat
I
read
in
the
recently
CHURCHES.
phone Co. has been completed.
habitation here below with green black
portion of the state road, so-called, in
Second Congregational Church, Hct. Β 6.
Don't forget the C B. rally a» the the town of Paris, had been changed by Rldeout, Ρ an lor. Preaching service Sunday, ash, the joye of existence are under a
12Λ0Μ.; Y. P. ». cloud. However, "Wisdom is profitable
Congregational vestry to-night.
the County Commissioners so that in- 10:30 A.M.; Sabbath School, P.
G. E.. Sunday Evening, β:30
M.; Socla! Meet- to direct." And wisdom directs you to
MisS Jennie Bradbury of West Parie stead of running direct from the Norway ing, 7 Λ0 P. M.; regular weekly Prayer Meeting,
make your ash brown ash in the oven,
Paris
South
line
town
village, Tuesday evening.
through
visited relative·» in town last week.
Davie, and when it is browned to a turn, and
Unlversallst Church, Rev. S.
the pine woods, Pleasant Valley and
10
30
at
on
service
Pastor.
Sunday
Preaching
while yet hot, you place it carefully in Sudden Deaths, Heart Fa-lure and
Mrs. Α. M Gerry of Lisbon Falls was Snow's Falls to the Woodstock line
A. M. Sabbath School, 12KH); Y. P.C. U. meetthe fire box, apply the kerosene and the
the guest of relatives here Sunday.
above Trap Corner, it now takes the ing, 7 Λ0 P.M.
Paralysis Are Caused by PoisonMethodist Church, Rev. C A. Brooks, Pastor. match, tfud soon the icicles melt out of
Look
ous Uric and Rheumatic Acids
Three weeks more of high school. highway over Paris Hill, by Long
service. 10:S0 A. M.; Sabbath School,
a
more
wear
Preaching
and
all
things
Farm to Pleasant
Valley near the 12:00 M.; Social Evening Meeting, 7:00 P.M., yuur hair,
The other schools closed last week.
while you wait expectantly
Luther Stone farm, and thence as be- prayer meeting, Xuesday evening; class meeting roseate hue
Miss Olive Barnes of Woodfords is the fore. Now this seems to any one not rrl'lay evening.
Epworth League, Sunday for snow and the rock maple man. That
The Rheumatic person le skeptical regarding
β .00 P. M.
is our experience.
the claims of almost any remedy advertised as a
guest of her cousin, Miss Helen Barnes. interested to be a foolish change, as it ie evening,
Rev. E. 8. Cotton, Pastor.
Church,
Bapti*.
cure for Bheumatlsm and one can scarcely
"The
of
a
been
We
have
story
reading
harder
a
and
All the plasters and
Preaching service, 10:80 A. M.; Sabbith School,
blame him for being so.
Mrs. C. L. Buck has gone to the a much more hilly route
Edward Bui- liniments combined
never actnallr cured a case
and keep in repair; and as 12:00 M.; Prayer Meeting. Sunday evenlng7P. Last Days of Pompeii" by
Sisters' Hospital at Lewiston for treat- piece to build
7:80.
relieve It in one
evening,
M.,
Wednesday
a masterpiece like the story of Rheumatism.
They
wer
may
Lytton,
so-called
the
of
we suppose the object
ment.
but It Is sure to break out somewhere
of Ben-Hur, and reminds one of it. Twin
STATKU MKET1NOS.
state roads was to create better through
>>c. The only true way to cure Rheumatism Is
Siarter,
Να
P. A Λ. M. Regular meeting of Oxford Lodge, intellects moving on parallel lines.
The Ladies of the O. A. R. will hold a highways between different portions "of
to drive It from the system, for as long an the
No. 18, In Masonic Hall, Friday Evening on or doubt we could worry along without the Uric and Rheumatic Acid remains In the blood,
postponed
meeting next Satuiday the state, we think that this object has before
full moon. Oxford Royal Arch Chapter,
it would be at a poor dying one Is never entirely free from :he trouble.
evening.
been lost sight of in making this change, No. 29, assembles Wednesday Evening, on or library, but
value of Urlc-O as a permanent
it This is where the
routes before full moon. Oxford Council, R. 4 8. M, rate, now that we have tasted and find
the
two
It seek* ont the
with
cure for Rheumatism comes In.
as
any
on^familiar
The hydrants were tested Sunday, and
full moon. Oxford Lodge,
after
the
evening,
Friday
and
Rheumatic poison In the blood, muscles and
digestible. Glaucus,
one first laid
good
have been would invariably take the
No.
Mariners, Wednesday evening after
five w*re found frozen.
Inert and harmless and drives

AT LESS THAN COST.

Owing

to the warm season we

hand than usual and

bargains

than

ever

...
···

CASTOR.A»***■*
Tb· Kind You Hav· Alwajs Bought

œ

Organs.

Large Stock of New Pianos and Organs.

Good second hand organs from $15 to $40. Nice trade for anyone
Second hand pianos from $125 to $175.
to buy for New Year's present.
Chairs and
Nice instru-rents. Square pianos for $15, $25, $35. Stools,
Here is
of
for
Write
playerpianos.
merchandise.
catalog
musical
other
a

good

trade in musical instruments.

W. J*. Wheeler,
Bluings Biook.

South, Parle»

a

larger

stock of ihese

on

going
greater
nothing can give you
of these driving coats.
This is the
who are fortunate enough to own one.
we are

to ofi'er

If you ride

iiili B\LANCE wi
OF OUR
THE
vyvjiv
kJ

···
...

CLOTH COATS

of
...

Pianos

consequently

before.

greater comfort than one
universal verdict of those

NOrway, Màlno.

have

-

Malno.

Lot No.

prices

can

WE HAVE DIVIDED INTO TWO LOTS.
ι

$3.00.

last but

a

Lot No

short time

7

$5.00.

to ca

1

Both lots

early

are

...

small and at these

and get first choice.

Remember the White Sale holds until Feb. 8th.
Yours

Sincerely,

S. Β. & Z. S. Prince,
ABBOTT BLOCK, NORWAY, MAINE.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
III Ull Yn Hill Alms Biq M

Bears the

Signature
«'

Gasoline Engines,
Gasoline

WORMS
The ΡU2zler
IN CHILDREN

Cylinder Oil.

YEARS SUFFERING
RELIEVED IN 8 HOURS

Manure Spreaders,
Disk Harrows,

Danville.
Dr. Trub, Dear Sir:—Oue of my boys
bad been troubled for about six years
with cramp in the stomach, and suspecting that it might be brought on by worms,
we gave him different medicines, but
he had a
j without effect. Last January
more severe attack than usual, and hearing of the almost miraculous effects of
your Elixir, we gave him about a teaspoonful, and in about eight hours it
! brought from him a living creature about
eighteen inches in length. He has had
I no return of them since, and is now very
G. W. VlCKERY.
heirty.

Sulky Plows.

•A. W. WALKER & SON,
SOUTH PARIS.

F. W.

CHAKULEK,
1

Builders' Finish ! j
1 will furnish DOORS and WINDOWS of any
Hit* or Style at reasonable price·.

j

DR. TRUE'S ELIXIR

Also Window & Door Frames.

patient to normal health again.
Turner, Me.
Dr. J. F. Trl'K, Dear Sir:—Having
in
used your Elixir
my family for many
years, after having satisfied myself of its
I recommended it to my
superior merits,
neighbors, who now very generally use
it. I consider it the very best medicine
now in use, especially for children.
Verv trulv yours,
Job Prince.

will

If In want of any kind of Finish for Inside or
Outs'Me work, send In your order·. Pine Lum
l»:r and Shingles on hand Cheap for Cash.

Planing, Sawing

and Job Work

M itched Hard Wood Fioor Hoard· for sale.

CHAXDLRR,

W.

(.

West Sumner.

....

SOUTH PARIS,
A

gont

restore

for

Wayside Laundry,

New Gloucester, Mass.
Dr. Trce, Dear Sir:—The Elixir I
I purchased of you cured my boy, who had
been troubled with worms ever since he
lie had tried many other
was a child,
medicines,and I had employed physicians
until I found it of no use. I despaired of
his being restored to health till I heard of
your Elixir, which, I am happy to say,
effected a speedv cure.
(
Very trulv vours, W. G. Coombs.'

|

Hebron, Maine.

j

EDWARD C. BEAN,

Sweet
—

First-class work done.

Family Washings

Specialty.

a

FOR SALE.
2 1-2 story dwelling-house, pleasantly
located in the village of West Paris.
Consists of nine rooms and bath-room,
shed and stable. About .3-4 acre of land,
The buildwith apple and pear trees.
ings are situated high from the street,
with broad piazza shaded with vines,
A spring of
commanding a tine view.
These buildpure water on premises.
ings aie well and prettily furnished and
the owner would be glad to sell the
furniture and
furnishings with the
house. This is a great bargain and will
be sold on reasonable terms. Call on or
address, W. J. Wheeler, South Paris,
Maine.

Picture Frames
and Pictures,

SOUTH PARIS

Nicholi St..

ASTHMA

ΟΓ

Hay Fover

I WANT TO TELL ALL

with MtfkM an·! Hay Fevor what iure'1 in··
«fier 48 yean* of suflTertii(c. W rite me an>l learn
roniethinit for which you will Ι«· κ .it··-in the rert
O. F. ALEXANDER.
of your life.
5-8
41 Exchange St.. POKTLA.Nl>, .ME.

REMEMBER!
Morris Klain,

Norway, Me.

Can affonl to ami will pay more for ra<e, rubbers, and metal than any etranger that cal'e to
your house.
lie pay* from $Λ to ♦'.< per ton lor Iron delivered to him here.
He buys folded newspaper*.
He le paying for mixed raice, I cent a poan·!.
Rubbers according to market.
Pays market
price for bran «ack«.

ALMOST
AS

ThenThe check serves as a rcceipt.
is no danger of loss by fire or theft. You
can always make the correct change
You can always obtain cash at the bank.
There is nothing complicated or hard to
understand in keeping a bank account.
When you receive your checks for apples
and sweet corn, call in and let us con
vince you that it is for your interest and
profit to open an account with us.

GOOD
AS
A

DAILY
NEWSPAPER.

Petition for

Discharge.
In

Bankrupts

respectfully

UKItKK OF NOTICE THEltEOX.
DlsTttlCT OF M AINK. se.
On this 1st day of Feb., A. D. liJOf, on rea·!
It le—
Ing the foregoing petition.That
a hear'ng be ha<
Ordered by the Court,
A. 1>
upou the same on the 21st day of Feb.,
In said Die
at
Court
said
1'ortland,
before
lyoe*.
trlct. at 10 o'clock In the forenoon; and that no
Uce thereot be published In the Oxford Demo
cral, a newspa|>er printed In said District, an>
that all known creditors, and other persons li
Interest, may appear at the said time and place
tod show cause, If any they have, why the
prayer of «aid petitioner should not be granted.
And It Is further ordered by the Court, That
the Clerk shall send by mall to all known ered
Itors copies of paid petition and thte order, ad
dressed to them at their places of residence astated.
Witness the Hon. Clakknck Hale. Judge
of the said Court, and tbe seal thereof, at Port
land. In said District, on the 1st day of Feb.,
\. D. l«AW.
JAMES E. HEWEY, Clerk.
[L. s.j
A true copy of iietltlon and order thereon.
Attest: J Λ.H ES Κ. HEWEY,Clerk.

For Rent.

Inquire

51

tf

at

South Paris Savings Bank

metropolitan newspaper for buey people, almost as
as a daily, and your Rural Free Delivery Carrie»
rings it to your door three times every week.
It is published on Mondays, Wednesdays and Fridays,
and contains all the most important news of The Daih
Tribune, which is a guarantee of its value.
If you live in the village or on a farm and have not
time for a daily newspaper you may ne kept in close toucl
with all important news of the world at a very small cost
The regular price of THE NEW YORK TRI-WEEKL>
TRIBUNE is only #1.50 per year, but you can secure it witl
Oxford Democrat.
your own favorite local newspaper, The
a

food

Si Papers One Year lor $2.25.
Send your order and money to The Oxford Democrat,
South Parie, Maine.
Your name and address on a postal card to THE NEW.
YORK TRI-WEEKLY TRIBUNE, New-York City, wil

bring

you a free

0

ο

ο

·

)

·

ο

ο

ο

·

ο

sample

copy.

linds n>thiug it3 equal
P.iro:d is the ideal roofing for barns, stables, sheds, poultry houses, warehouse. outbuildings, etc. Equally valuable for roofing or siding. It is permanent in character, is easy to lay, is spark and cinder proof, light slate color,
contains no tar, does not crack and does not run in summer.
What is good for the Government will be good for you. Write for free sample
of Paroid and see what it is. Also ask tor booklet and name of nearest dealer.
Send a 2 eeat stamp toe book of up-to-data poultry aid (arm building plant

S. P. MAXIM & SON, Agents, South Paris, He.

Few Old-Fashioned
FISH

Either

Recipes.

CHOWDER.

a

SALT

PORK

IN

litiou.

BROWNED

uious

philosopher.

1. A relation. 2. A frozen pendant
5
4. A seril>e.
3. Most uncommon.
Reply. 6. Acquires knowledge. 7. Ed
ucatcs. 8. To omit. 1). Haphazard. 10.
Certain weapons. 11. A dastard. 12
Choice, 13. A prize. 14. Slightly colored.

Easily Done.

Writi your name in one letter. AnMake a large Ο and write your
name Inside it.
Put one hand where the other hand
can't touch it. Answer: Put one hauil
on the other elbow.
swer:

Geographical Questions.
What islands ought to be good sing
ers? Canary islands.

What Islands are the most sociable?

Friendly islands.

Key to the Puzzler.
No. 1G.
Triangle: 1. Heedful. 2
Easels. 3. Essay. 4. Dear. 5. Fly. G
Us. 7. L.
No. 17.—The Idle Cart: Two horses
cau be found in the branches and
trunks of the trees.
No. 18.—Primal Acrostic: Columbus
1. Comprise. 2. Original. 3 Length
G
5. Mingling.
4. Unburden.
ens.
Bachelor.

7
G. Adams.
5. Monroe.
Mai'isou.
Jackson. 8. Van Huren. 9. Harrison
12. Taylor. 13
11. Polk.
10. Tyler.
13. Buchanan
14. Pierce.
Fillmore.
18. Grant
17. Johnson.
16. Lincoln.
19. Hayes. 20. Garfield. 21 Arthur
21
Harrison.
23.
22.
Cleveland.
Cleveland. 25. McKinley. 26. Boose

velt.
No. 21.—Added Syllables: Am, ample:
pur, purple; dim, dimple.
No. 22.—Odd Tables: 1. Comfortable
2. Portable. 3. Tractable. 4. Mutable
No. 23.—Riddle: Foot.
No. 24.—Enigmatical Cities: 1. Athens. 2. Lass-a. 3. M-us-cat. 4. Bag7.
6. Leg-horn.
5. Mos-cow.
dad.
Pots-dam.

8. Par-oia.

CHRONIC CONSTIPATION

CURED.

One who suffers from chronic constipation is in danger of many serious ail
ments.
Orioo Laxative Fruit
Syrup
cures chronic constipation as it aids diami
liver
the
and
stimulates
gestion,
bowels, restoring the natural action of
these organs. Commence taking it today and you will feel better at once.
Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup doee not
nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant to
take. Refuse substitutes. For sale by
^
all druggists.
•'Do you believe that mosquitoes carry
malaria?"
•'Not the mosquitoes around here,'1
answered Farmer Corntossel.
"They
couldn't possibly do it and be so

healthy."

Many requests from catarrh sufferers
who usa atomizers have caused us to
pat up L:quid CreamUalm, a new and
convenient form of Ely's Cream Balm,
the only remedy for Catarrh which can
always be depended on. In power to
allay inflammation, to cleanse the clog·
air passages, to promote free, natural
reathing, the two forms of Cream Balm
are alike.
Liquid Cream Balm is sold
by all druggists for 75 cents, including
•praying tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 50
Warren Street, New York.
A girl never reads a novel
wondering if «be isn't a good

the heroine.

without
deal like

The editor of the Memphis, Teon.,
"Time·" writes: 4,In my opinion Foley's
Honey and Tar is the best remedy for
oonghs, colds and lung trouble, and to

Hooey

Foley's'
accomplished many

personal knowledge
and Tar baa

my own

permanent care· that bave been lilttle
short of marvelous." Refuse any bnt
the genuine in the yellow package. For
sal· by all druggist·.

pork and

HAM.

This is a recipe from a foreign country
which has become a favorite in some
households over here. Take one slice
of ham about a quarter of an inch in
thickness; brown it in one tablespoonful
of butter, and as soon as oue side is
browned lurn it and put in one 6our apple, which has been peeled and cut in
eighths. Take care not to break the
pieces of apple, as they are to be used as
As soon as the ham has been
a garnish.

browned

No. 32.—Double .Acrostic.
All the words described contain the
When right
same number of letters.
ly guessed and written one below an
other the Initials will spell the name
of a famous author, and another row
of letters will spell the name of a fa

of lean

them very fine, so they are
reduced to a pulp. Salt and pepper to
taste, a chopped onion and some kitchen
herbs are mixed with tbe meat. Make
into little flat cakes and fry.

on

both sides add one-half

a

INTERESTING

THIRTY-SIX

LONDON

FACTS A LOUT

1

TOWN.

928,068 houses.
Twenty-four bridges span the Thames
London has

within the limits of London.
Every year «bout 120,000 Londoners
are born, and 70,000 die, 2,460 of the latter meeting death by aooident. There
are 7,550 inquests in a year, which cost
$150,000, of which over 155,000 goes into
salaries to the coroners.
The professional criminals of London
outnumber the policemen in the proportion of three to two.
It is calculated that there are 50 tons
of soot suspended over the city of London in the shape of smoke.
The Hampstead (London)
borough
council has instructed a committee to
draft bylaws dealing with street noises,
"especially the intolerable nuisance of

grinding and church bells."
are 3556 blind Londoners, while

organ

There

There are
2057 are deaf and dumb.
10,058 soldiers in London barracks, 46,646 paupers in the poor houses, 10,500
patients in the hospitals, 3300 lunatics in
asylums and nearly 5000 criminals in the

prisons.

In Battersea, London, graves can now
be purchased of the borough council on
the installment plan.
The county of London covers 75,442
acres, but the London police area is

443,421

acres.

Twenty-seven thousand vessels enter
the port?of London in the course of a

year.
William Waldorf Astor has divided
$50,000 among four London charities for
the care of homeless and destitute children.
In the reign of Charles I. the death
rate in London was seventy a thousand,
or more than three times what it is now.
The first milestone out of the city of
London on the Great Eastern road to
Colchester is to bo found in the taproom
of a beerhouse in the Whitechapel road.
Probably the house was built over the
stone.

boy

Workers in London, newsare the healthiest; barbers1 boys

Of the

boys

the most unhealthy.
In London there are 70,000

employee.

municipal

London's Are brigade consists of 1304

men.

On the basis of tonnage of shipping
entering the port, London is the greatest
port of the world.
The amount of coal taken into London each year is well over 9,000,000 tons.
The population of London is rapidly
reaching the 7,000,000 mark.
In the jewel house of the Tower of
London there is a book bound throughout in gold, even to the wires of the
hinges. Its clasps are two rubies set at
opposite ends of four golden links.
Over 8,000,000 eopper coins are issued
every year by the English mint.
There are 700 railroad stations within
12 mile» of Charing Cross.
It is suggested in London that all children ehould have name and address written in the lining of their hats or caps.
It has been calculated that the cost of
a muddy day in London is something
like $25,000.
In London, there are 747,000 school
children, 480,000 of them over seven
years of age, and of these 30,800 are halftime wage earners.
The Thames freezes over on an average of three times in a century.
It is estimated that London's laundries use more than 750 tons of soap a

week.

'

All's Fair
In Love.
By Constance D'Arcy Nukty.
Copyrighted, 1906, by P. C.

Eaatment.

or a trim cottage
Robert Aldrich, tall,
fair haired and athletic, sat and glowered at Mise Hlldegarde Farney, while
the latter put up a small sunbrowned
uu

tne

veranda

facing the

sea

hand to hide a yawn.
The night before she bad driven ten
miles across country to the little town
of Brantly. where she had witnessed
a performance of strolling players as
spiritedly as poor scenery and costumes would allow, and she bad been
idly dilating to Aldrich on the actors

of the piece, the too bombastic tragedian. the amusingly ingenuous comedian and the little soubrette who looked like a piece of Dresden china. Aldrich listened with a frown.
"I dou't care if your aunt did chaperon you." he burst out. "What I object to is the fact that you went with

Percy Graham at
knows he's a cad."

all.

Every

one

"Bobby!"

"What right has he to come down
It just
here and butt in like this?
shows what an Infernal bounder he

is!"
"He's only been here three daye."
murmured Miss Farney.
"Yet he's managed to monopolize
See here, Hlldegarde.
most of them.
do you think you're playing the game

square?"

"Square?"

"Before he came you'd almost promised to marry me."
"Almost, but not quite."
"Oh, Hlldegarde." Aldrich groaned
"We've had such Jolly times together
He ground
all summer, and now"—
his heel against the porch rail. "Hang
He's
me If I can see his attractions!
as stupid as an owl and as insignifi-

cant ns"—
"Robert!"
When Hildegrade Farney spoke in
that tone It was time to stop. But the
thought that was uppermost in both

their minds, though unexpressed, was
the fact that Percy Graham was the
In these days
owner of three millions.
of large fortunes It was not an astounding sum. yet to Aldrich it loomed lurge
lie knew that Hlldeas a mountain,

oysters

boil tbem. Rinse the oysters If there
are any bits of Rhell attached to them.
Put them into the liquid while it is boiling and boil one minute; then take tbem
out, and into the liquid put a few white
two
peppercorns, cloves and a blade or
of mace; add a very little salt and the
same quantity of vinegar as oyster water;
let the whole boil fifteen minutes, then
turn it on the oysters. If you wish to
keep the oysters for a number of weeks,
bottle and cork them tightly as soon as
cold.

the

new

arrival.

"Ah! And did you guarantee your
machines not to break down?"
"Yes, that was one of my drawing
cards."
"That will do. Tou will have to share
the fate of the man who guaranteed
patent leathers not to crack."
And the pearly gates closed with a
dismal bang.
TUIS

MAY INTEREST YOU.

is immune from kidney trouble,
that Foley's Kidney
will
Cure
stop the irregularities and cure
Put two quarts of pared, sliced or any case of kidney and bladder trouble
quartered apples, with one pint of water, that is not beyond the reach of medicine.
into the dish in which the slump is to be For eale by all druggists.
cooked. Take one quart of sifted flour
man?"
and mix through it three teaspjonfuls of
"Pa, what's an
"One who has a sneaking suspicion
baking powder; then rub one teaepoonful of butter into it. Mix with a little that be has qualities which make him
cold milk or water, the samo as for bis- superior to anybody else."
cuit. Roll the crust about an inch thick,
cut it into qarters, and with It cover the
Foley's Honey and Tar cures the most
apples in the dish ; then cover the whole obstinate coughs and expels the cold
with a close-fitting cover and boil or from the system as it is mildly laxative.
Take out on a plat- It is guaranteed. The genuine is in the
steam until done.
For sale by all drugter and grate nutmeg over the apples. yellow package.
Serve with a sweet eauce or sugar and gists.
APPLE SLUMP.

No

so

one

just remember

averages

PUDDINO

SAUCE.

Aldrich.

CONSTIPATION
STOMACH
TROUBLES

them."

"Trust Thomas for seeing anything
In a radlirt of twenty miles," sighed
Miss Norrls. "Oh, Hlldegarde. you're
not going"—
"We're all going, aunty," cried Illlde·

garde, "in Mr. Graham's car!"
"
'Tis flying In the face of evil fortune they are," wailed Mary Ellen,
"and 'tis myself tlint will lock up nil
the doors and sit close by .lulia, the
cook, till they come back again."
The road through the gypsy camp
lay through an undulating-bit of country. Pines erew on either bund. casting a twilight g.·>·»!.ι. ι.Γ·.·ρ. tool, irn
Ι11ι! !ι·» iiroiks tinkle
penetrable.
Hird song:·
over moss and pebbles.
sounded through Hie stillness as clear-

ly sweet as silver tlutes.
Suddenly a turn of the road brought

the gypsy camp Into view, some three
meadow
or four tents pitched In a
pgalnst a background of birch and flr
în the foreground by a huge black
caldron sat a weather beaten bag, bet
black mantle falling about her ic

OF

—

CONDITIO*

THE

or THi

—

United SUUl Branch ef the

PHŒNIX ASSURANCE CO.,
Limited, of London,
Day of December, 1907.

On the Slat

IT

SICK HEADACHE

breathed, "forgive

IS

LOCATED AT

HILLS,

smoothing

Amount necessary to reinsure out-

suit.

UPiicesiflOMounty.

"how did It

"Well," she questioned,
come off?"
"The best ever," beamed Aldrich. "1

rode over to thank you and bid you

goodby."

The old character actress laughed.
"I thought my palm reading would
3o the work. Finest part I ever played. Meg Merrllles herself couldn't liav<
surpassed the dark hints I gave about

NORWAY, MAINE,
YEARS'

60

your rival."
"Sir," cried the tragedian, pausing
In his work of taking down tbe tents,
"sir, your munificence will always be
remembered by a band of strolling—I
may even say of stranded—players
who, save for It, would lie walking

EXPERIENCE

Patents

the ties from Brantly."
And he lightly tapped his pocket
wherein reposed a goodly number ο
Aldrlch's crisp greenbacks.

I HAUL manna

Anyone pending

«

Devions
Copyrights Ac.
nkctrh and deecrlptlon may
whether an

quickly ascertain our opinion freeCommunie·Invention m probably patentable.
tloniatrlcllycnnddontlal. HANDBOOK on Patenta

As the latter bowed and smiled am'
rode away the little Dresden chin
soubrette snapped the last of lie
gypsy bangles Into her trunk en-

•enLfroe. oldoat utrenry for «<iuriiig patenta.
Pn'onta tr.kon through Munn & Co. recelre
tptcinl notUe, without charge, In the

Scientific Jimertcan.

closed the lid.
"All's fair in love and war." shi
commented tritely. "Originality beat;
money every time."

A handsomely llluitrated weekly. largest circulation of any (dentine journal. Term·. $3 ·
newadealen.
year; four months, (L Sold by all

The Snow Man.

A LOW PRICE
ON

—

—

Carpets

Wool

patterns anil clean

to close out odd

up stock.

Chas. F. Ridlon,
Corner Main and Danforth Sts.,

MAINE.

NORWAY,
LINCOLN AND IllZ LAD.

KILLthbCOUCH

IAwp CURE
,

Great War Président Was Ever a
Friend to the Poor and Lowly.
While officially resident In Washing
ton «luring the civil war I ome hml
occasion to call upon President Lincoln
with the late Senator Henry Wilson
upon an errand of a public nature ii

LUNC8

THB

Dr. King's
New Discovery
FOR Colds'8 ii&|
w,th

which we were mutually interested
says ex-Governor Klce In his memorial
volume. We were obliged to wait some
time In the anteroom before we could
be received, and when at length the
door was opened to us a small lad. per
haps ten or twelve years old. who had
been waiting for
admission several days without
t-'
jjfe
s u cc e β s, slip-

"ι λ μ

a

GOOD

UOY."

ο m e

Admitted

41

·β,844,νί.· 4

Assets,

LIABILITIES, DEC.31,1907.
· 329,5V <■
Net Unpaid Losse*
Unearned Premiums
3,397·
All other Liabilities
13»,o2ft 1
Cash Capital,
1,
1,978,33.4;
Surplus over all Liabilities,
$6,#44,Mi )
Total Liabilities and Surplus
W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agent*,
South I'ari·, Main·
t; 8

of London,

England.

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1S*>7.
·2,41»..»4Ι Γ5
333,.'· ·. .1
453,8?

Stocks and Bonds,
Cash In Office and Bank
Agents' Balances
Interest Accrued,
AII other A sects

Deduct

:

1,'.·■'>

7

tiros* Asset*
Items not admitted,

·3,229,*7 :
804.'-i :

Admitted Asset*,

·3,'·25,7'.0

~

f,

LIABILITIES, DEC 31, 1907.
♦ \'t>
>et Unpaid losses,
1,74:·
Unearned Premium*

·)

II»,14- 41

All other Liabilities
Clash Deposit Capital,
Sui plus over all Liabilities

10

341,·

Liabilities and Surplus
·3,025,7 ·.
MESSRS. W.J. WHEELER A CO., 4|Mtl
South Paris, Main·
(14

e

Total

Branch of the

Ι, β.

Aachen & Munich Fire Insurarc? Co,
ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1907.
Estate,
Mortgage Loan*

11

Real

11

Collators I Loan·
Stock* and Bonds,
Cash In Office and Bank

0

· 1,62".4
I·'··
131

Agents' Balances,...

-1

1·.

-4

"

1 ,'.<tI. Ί
153.·

Grose Assets

Deduct Item· not admitted,
Admitted

··

1,1

Bills Receivable
Interest and Rents
All other Assets,

:

'-··

$1,77* ,257

Assets,

LIABILITIES, DEC. 31. 1UU7.
81 >4·
Net Unpaid I.osses
839.1M
Unearned Premiums,
1 .<
All other Liabilities
85β,1·>4
Surplus over all Liabilities

I
I

$1,778,2Λ7
Total Liabilities and Surplus
WM. J. WHEELER A CO., Agent-.
South Paris, Malm
-5-8

Dutchess Fire Insurance Co,,
Pouf?hkc«»p«iie,

Ν. Y.

ASSETS, Dee.31,1907.

Assetd,

I·";.'·
β..

·

471." <
49.74· i*>
·.

:j

46,«

Dec.

(

$533..'> I

31, 1907.

# 23.T"
283,37
l,u'»l iJ
#*"►■
44,17" -7
'·■

County P. of H. Mutual Fire
Insurance

Ccmpiny,

Pari·, JVto.
ASSETS, I)er. SI, 19U7.
i.'a^h In Otllce and Hank,
91
l.M
Vs*esnnenH Unpaid,
Soutli

'd

VII Other As-cts

page

I

I2.7M
LIABILITIES, Dec. 31, 1!W7.
• >t:i 1 Liabilities,
Ν
\'et(.'ash Asset*
.#.'.7»;
Premium Notes Subject to Assessment.
Grose Casn Assets

mmh

be
posai and that application
made to the doorkeeper of the house
at the oapltoi. "But. sir." said the lad
still undaunted. "1 am a good boy an.!
have a letter from my mother and onr
from the supervisors of my town am.
one from my Sunday school teacher
must

"NAME

ON

G. W.

EVERY PIECE*

IowKeY's

[Chocolate Bonbons

and they all told
me that 1 could
earn enough In
session of
one

Always Delicious—Pure—
Wholesome—Digestible
One Box will make
A Happy Home I

Every Sealed Package guaranteed
Fresh and Full

Weight

Paacy Boxen and Dnsktts to exclusive
ilesigut—for (Jiffs
THE WALTER M. LOWNEY CO.
Maker· of Cocoa ard Chocolate·

BOSTON, MASS.

Bankrupt's Petition

lu the ma'ter of

for

Discharge.

)

DAVID RAKER,
[In Bankruptcy
Bankrupt )

Γο the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the Dli·
trirt Court of the United States for the Dlstrlci
of Maine:
Ι \ AVII> RAKER, of Rumford. <n the Coun
1 / ty of Oifonl, and Slate of Maine, In sahl
District, respectfully reprenente that on the 8th
lay of June, last pant, he wan duly adjudge·'
bankrupt under the Acte of Congress relating t<
Bankruptcy; that he has duly surrendered al
sis property and rights of property, and has fulh
with all the requirements of said Act»
tnd of the orders of Court touching his bank

took uis pen.

îdve placc to this good litt.«f
boy. I shall be gratitied." aud signed ii
a

;omplieii

"A. Lincoln."
The boy's face became radiant wli.t
hope, and he walked out of the room
with a step as light as though all the
angels were whlsperlug their congru··

'ivhereforo

he prays, That he may be decree·ι
>y the Court to have a full dlscha ge from al
lebta provable against his estate under sal·
such debt* as arc ex
jankruptcy Acts, except
icpted by law from such discharge.
Dated this J.ith day of Jan., A. 1). 19W.
hie

ulatlous.

DAVID X BAKER, Bankrupt,
mark
G. Foster.
Nathan
Witness:

Only after the lad had
president seem to realize

gone did the
that a senator and another person had been some
time waiting to see him.
Think for a moment of the president
of a great nation eugaged In one of the

Order of Nolle· Thereon.

most terrible wars ever waged anions
men able so far to forget all as to give
himself up for the time being to the
errand of a lltt e boy who had braved
an Interview unlnvlled and of whom
he knew nothing but that he had a
story to tell of his widowed mother
and of his ambition to serve her!

the lip·.

14;)"7

•7,224,3
37y.T«

Gross Assets,
Deduct Items not admitted,

Oxford

to

Most Sensitive Part of the Body.
The tip of the tongue is the most
tensltlve part of the human body. The
tips of the Augers come next, and third

Nil
54 »KV'"

It tercet and Rents
All other As«els,

Condensed Statement of (he

tills the president replied thai
appointments were not at his dis

dow eau

6,217,W>
273,418·.:;
HB.eim·

Bank,

Agents' Balances,
Bills Receivable,

Nil

153.1.3' .!
Agent-.
South Paris, Malm·

the house of representatives, am.
he wished the president to give him
such an appointment.

congress to keep
uiy mother ami
the rest of us
comfortably all
the l'emalnder of
the year." The
president took
lad's pathe
ran
and
pers
his eye over
them with that
penetrating aud
absorbent look
so familiar to all
all
who kuew
him aud then
took
his
l >eii
and wrote upon
the Imck of one
of them. "If
Captain Good*

Nil

71,000 0<

t

W. J. WIIEELER Λ CO.,

In

To
Biich

Maine

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 11)07.

R»al Estate
Mortgage Loans
Collateral Loan*
Stocks and Bond*,
Cash In Office and

LIABILITIES,

seeking employ
a

l'aris,

Insurance Company of
America.

Net Unpaid Losses,
Unearned Premiums,
Allother Liabilities,
Cash Capital,
Surplus over all Liabilities,

h 1 η g ton

meut as

Queen

Admitted

sub
In
that lie

C

Couth

having

ing Immediatelj
to the lad, said.
"And who Is the
little boy?" The
boy soon told
his story, which

s

6-8

Real Kutitto,
Mortgage I.oan*
Collater<l I.oane
Stocks an'l lion·!*,
CAPTION.
Cash In Ofllce an'l Hank,
left me A gen
My wife, Ruth E. Sanborn,
île Receivable,.
without siifllclent cauec, I caution and forbid Kills
acInteren and Rents,.
any one trusting or harboring her on my
count, an 1 thai! pay none of her bll's after this 1I All other Assets,
date.
Urnes Assets
Hiram, Maine, Jan. 29th, l'.*M.
CHESTER B. SANBORN.
Deduct Items not admitted,
5-7

In between
and approached the president
in advance. The
latter gave the
senator and mycordial
η
self
but brief salutation and. turn-

had
W a

W. J. WHEELER A CO.. Agent*,

GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY!
OR MONET REFUNDED.

us

was

l,90l,9U :l

*2,096,41·; 7·

Total Liabilities

AND ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.

ped

stance

standing risks,

& 00(361 Broadway, New York
MUNN
Braach Offloe. 826 F 8U Wuhlngtun, Q. C.

he knew It
Percy Graham had money and an
abnormal supply of cheek. Aldrich had
bralus and pluck and an income from
his growing law practice of such proportions that he did not hesitate to ask
Miss Farney to share it with him.
That Hlldegarde should really care
for Percy Graham was an Idea too preBut
posterous to be countenanced.
alas! There was no sure way of following the labyrinths of the feminine

as saw

Copy of

ΙΤΛΤΕΜΕΙΤΤ

No. 47 Cedar Street, New York, Ν. V.
me!
A. D. IRVING, Manager.
"Bobby,"
bewill
never
and
was
HOME OFFICE, LONDON, ENGLAND.
There never
1906.
4,
Med
Aug.
Me.,
way,
The
Asset·
of the Company In the United State»
any oue but you."
are u follow· :
"I have received great benefit from
Aldrlch's band closed over hers hard.
and
Ciuh on haml and In the hands of
the true 'L. F.' Atwood's Bitters
"Shall ! bring round the car at 8?"
or other person*,
Agents
· J46,?.\4 1»
stomach
for
consider them excellent
Real Estate unincumbered,
Nil
said Percy Graham.
troubles, constipation and sick head- United States Government Bond·.
"Thanks, no. I have another engage ache." Yours truly, Β. I. Weymouth.
Maiket value,
289,10η u)
"
·'
State Bond*
4K7.AMit 00
ment," said Hildegarde sweetly.
"
"
You can always depend on "L. F." Municipal Bonds
644,25000
"
"
And the self satisfied owner of throe
Itallri ad Bonds
l,lVi,*23 7S
Atwood's Bitters for speedy relief from Stocks
"
"
2,2Stf00
millions would have been amazed at
wonder- Debts otherwise
many forms of sickness. This
secured,
1140000
the glance that flashed between Hilde- ful remedy mingles with the contents ol Debts for premiums,
327,253 :l
garde and Robert Aldrich If he had the stomach and digestive organs, All other Securities. Interest due 33,94.'i'j
andaccruol,
He would have been even arouses the liver, and cleanses the bowseen It
Total Assets
·3,ί69,5βΐ! 1more amazed had be watched young
els. Sold by your dealer, 35c.
LI ABILITIES:
Aldrich next morning riding off to
Amour.tdueto Banks and other credward the gypsy camp at sunrise.
Nil
itors
When he reached It, the old hag of
Amount owing and not due, to Banks
Nil
ard other creditor»·,
the day before was the first to catch
Nil
Losiee adjusted and due,
sight of him. She was busily stnffing
Losici adjusted ami not due
$ I<"
Loeeee unanjm-ted,
a grizzled wig and a long black cloak
138,17«>·
Loii-es In suspense, waiting for furJeweler and Graduate Optioian.
Into a bulging suit case, but she left
ther proof
19,210 00
All other claims against the Comoff packing and went to meet him,
£8,121
pany,
the folds of her blue serge
she

was

witchlike folds, her piercing eyes gaz
Tommy—I'm going to be the boss of
lng out from under a shag of grizzly
my own house when I'm a man.
Mrs. Henpeck (his mother)—That's locks.
One cupful of sngar, the yolks of two
Other picturesque figures appeared
what your father thought when be was
add
six
beaten
well
tablespoonfuls
;
eggs
at the tent doors—a dark, somber lookof boiling milk, beating all the while; your age, too.
ing man smoking a long pipe and two
then add the stiffly beaten whites of the
SIMPLE REMEDY FOR LA GRIPPE
comely Homuny girls tinkling with
eggs. Add the flavoring last.
La Grippe ooughs are dangerous as metal chains aud earrings.
GRAHAM PUDDING.
they frequently develop into pneumonia.
"Fascinating!" whispered Miss Farand Tar not only stops
Sift one and a half cupfuls of graham Foley's Honey
the uey.
and
heals
but
the
strengthens
cough
flour to make it light, but return the
The weather beaten crone left hei
so that no serious results need be
bran to the flour afterward; dissolve one lungs
and seat by the fire and hobbled forward
Folev's
The
feared.
Honey
genuine
teaepoonful of soda in one teaspoonfal Tar cootains no harmful drugs and is in Simultaneously Graham and Aldrlch
of milk; stir it into the flour and then
Refuse substitutes. tossed her a coin with which to cross
a yellow package.
add one cupful of milk; also stir in half
Sold by all druggists.
Miss Farney's hand. She picked up
a cupful of molasses and one teaspoonful
the money, looked at the givers narof salt. Mix well. Then add one cup"I always let our maid have three
ful of stoned raisins, which have been
rowly aud then bent to her task.
afternoons off."
rubbed with a little flour. Pour into a
"What a Romany reads had best be
"Why?"
two quart can and steam four hours.
η
"Well, you see, whenever she goes out read alone," she muttered, with
Use a double boiler if you bare one, and
she always returns with a choice bit of twist of her thin lips.
when about done remove the cover and
Aldrlch laughed.
concerning our neighbors."
put the pudding in the oven to dry out gossip
"I guess we can take a hint, eh
the top, which is apt to be wet when SPECIAL
REANNOUNCEMENT
GrahamV" he cried, and the two mer
cooked in this way.
GARDING THE NATIONAL PURE strolled toward the tents and waited
GOLDEN SAUCE.
FOOD AND DRUG LAW.
It was as much as Ave minutes before
We are pleased to announce that Fo- niidegarde and her aunt Joined them
Beat one-third of a cupful of butter to
a cream with one cupful of powdered j ley's Honey and Tar for coughs, colds Uildcgnrde quite pale and Miss Norrls
Beat the mixture thoroughly, and lung troubles is not affected by the with a furrow between her brows. "1
sugar.
and add the yolks of three beaten eggs, ι National Pure Food and Drug Law as it
have always said there was something
Beat the whites of the eggs stiffly, add j contains no opiates or other harmful
about gypsies." said Miss Norιο
the mixture and stir constantly drugs, and we recommend It as a safe weird
with any remedy for ohildren and adults. For rls, "and that old woman's knowledge
for five minutes. Flavor
Is actoaltr uncanny."
■ale by all druggists.
Savoring desired.
cream.

MUir FROM

As to what the fortune teller bad
read, Hildegarde would say not'jlug
and od the way home she was stm lively silent It was sunset when the mo
tor reached her door. The sea was
tinted with rosy light, and gulls were
hovering Inland. Aa Percy Graham
helped her aunt up the steps with
ostentatious care Hildegarde turned to

what he phrased "straight
stufT" and that this latest caprice of
hers might not last the week out.
Still, as even the faintest possibility
of losing her gave his heart a terrific
wrench, and slifce Hlldegarde's aunt,
Miss Norris, looked on Percy Graham
with an eye of worldly wisdom as well
as critical appraisement, it behooved
young Aldrich to see to his laurels, and

garde

of sweet cider, cover and simmer
As many as 1310 metric weights and
for ten minutes. Take up the bam and
measures were submitted for verification
tbe apple and dip a little of the cider
in the city of London during last year.
over the ham; then put a tablespoonful
London uses 50,000 tons of sugar anof bread crumbs in the remainder of the
nually for jam-making alone.
cider, beat thoroughly and pour over the
To every 1,000 males in London there
ham.
are 1,123 femalee.
The bank of England employs about
0I.D-FA8UI0NEÛ MEAT PIE.
Aldrich straightened suddenly
mind.
Mix one pint of cold boiled rice with 1,000 people, pays $1,250,000 yearly in
and looked at ilildegarde.
in
and
pensions.
$175,000
yearly
Have
wages
meat.
one pint of finely chopped
"1 was a beast Just now," he said
There are in London over 304,000
ready two eggs, half a small onion chopwho live in one room houses, quickly.
"What I said of Graham Is
of
persons
three
or
four
parsley
sprigs
ped fine,
and over 701,000 in two-room houses.
butter.
It's not my business to run
of
but
and
two
true,
minced,
tablespoonfuls
It is estimated that the street beggars him down. If
Cook the onion in tbe butter until it is
you want a good time,
annually.
golden brown; then add the meat and of London collect $15,000,000workers.
go ahead. Only—Just remember once
has
London
100,000 night
rice mixture, and when it is heated
what chums we've been,
London has 300 clubs, with a member- In awhile
through take it from tbe fire and
won't your' And Aldrich swung himof
280,000.
tbe
and
ship
add the
well-beaten eggs
London's cabmen are a
long-lived self over the porch rail and smiled
parsley. Season with salt and pepper
between back at her as he took his way to the
and turn into a baking dish; pack it in class. There are 1,204 cabmen
249 between the hotel farther down the beach where he
close and bake until brown. When al- the ages of 60 and 70,
while seven return was
most done put several balls of potato ages of 70 and 80,
spending his vacation.
on their age between 80 and 90.
crumbs
cracker
and
in
milk
As he walked he caught sight of Perdipped
over
top and let brown.
cy Graham's automobile racing
A Court in China.
the smooth sand at the edge of the
SWEDISH STEW.
Bear Admiral Rubloy D. Evan», comAs he had turned back to
line.
Put into a baking-dish (preferably a mander-in-chief of the battleship fleet surf
so now he glanced
at
look
Hlldegarde.
stewfolof
the
told
a
half
to
the
and
now
two
Pacific,
pounds
going
beanpot)
car.
ing beef cut into small pieces; add a lowing story apropos of justice as ad- over his shoulder at the· speeding
large carrot sliced, one large onion sliced, ministered in the American court at only In this case his lips opened, not to
three cloves, three rounding tablespoon- Shanghai:
smile, but to give vent to a volcanic
"Four men were in the dock,'1 said word of one syllable.
fuls of pearl tapioca, one heaping tabletablemounted
one
honor
hie
"when
the
admiral,
spoonful of bread crumbs,
Two afteruoous later as he wen!
spoonful of vinegar, one scant table- to the bench. Three were Chinamen briskly up the nasturtium bordered
a
and
from
fourth
a
sailor
a
little
of
and
the
ship.
my
pepper
salt,
spoonful
path that led to Hlldegarde cottage
little grated nutmeg. Cover tightly and The judge said to the first Chinaman:
"
she hailed him from the porch where
«What is your name?'
bake in a moderate oven five or six
"
she and Percy Graham were sitting.
'Ah Ling,' was the response.
hours.
"
'What was the matter with you?'
"Why. Bobby," she cried, "where
YORKSHIRE PUDDING.
asked the judge.
have you been hermltlng this |>erfect
"
'Dlunk."
Sift together two cupfule of flour and
age?"
"
half a teaepoonful of salt. Add gradual'Thirty days and get out of here,'
"I've Just ueen asaing .miss ruruej
a
have
'Next.
What's
honor.
until
his
sentenced
of
two
milk,
you
cupfule
ly
about you," drawled Percy Graham.
four
in
Pour
name?'
smooth
paste.
your
perfectly
"
Aldrlch glared at him cheerfully.
The old'Ah Sung,' responded the second
eggs beaten until very light.
"Thanks. Always glad to have my
fashioned way to cook thin pudding was Chinaman.
"
'What wae the matter with you?'
friends Inquire. Ah, good afternoon.
to pour it into a deep baking-pan until it
"
'Dlunk.'
covered the surface about half an inch
Miss Norrls," as Hlldegarde's aunt ap
'Thirty days and get out. Next. peared in the doorway, "\vhlle behind
thick, and over this rested the meat on a
grate, the drippings from which fell into What's your name?'
her appeared the face of a pretty Irish
"'Ah Lee,' replied the third Chinathe pan and enriched the pudding. But
servant. Miss Norrls looked unusually
rather an improvement on this way is to man.
"That red haired buy from
"
'What's your trouble?' asked the perturbed.
put the mixture iuto hot gem pans (just
the village grocery store has been
before the roast in done), into each of judge.
"
'Dlunk.'
frightening Mary Ellen with absurd
which a couple of teaspoonfuls of the
"
'Thirty days. Next. What's your tales of a band of gypsies."
drippings from the roast have been put.
Have them hissing hot when you pour name?"
Where V"
HlldegurdeV.
"Gypsies!
"
the batter in, and ooly All them half
'Ah, h—1, give me thirty days and face was alight with Interest.
the
of
full, as they will rise like popovers. let me go,' was the prompt reply
"At the back of the pine woods." fal
"
Allow them to brown slightly, which American sailor."
'Tls kidnapers
tered Mary Ellen.
can be hastened by putting a little dripat night they prowl.
'tis
and
are,
they
risen.
Than
Ananias.
well
Worse
ping over them when they are
Thomas says."
Serve on a very hot platter, putting ono
The next arrival at the pearly gates
"When did they come?" demanded
beside the meat on each guest'e plate. was a dapper little chap in a leather cap.
"And what was your occupation on Hlldegarde.
>
riCKI.ED OYSTERS.
"
'Twas this morning the terribh·
earth?" asked St. Peter, suspiciously.
from the liquid and
"I wax an automobile dealer," replied creatures pitched their tents. ThomStrain the

cupful

What well kuown book Is represent
ed by the cut?

SAUSAGE.

equal quantities

beef; chop

Across: 1. Mangled. 2. Made of pot
ter's clay. 3. To separate from othei
things. 4. Incautious. G. To divest
G. The business which calls aside. 7
Observant. 8. A mushroom. 9. Demo

BATTER.

Cut some salt pork in slices a quarter
of an inch thick; cut off the rind and
pour boiling water over them, letting
them stand ten minutes. Wipe dry and
dip in batter and fry in lard or drippings.
Make the batter with one cupful of milk
in which is stirred gradually one cupful
of flour, then add one well-beaten egg
aud a little salt.
Use

Sed

Πι ο nbovc illustration is from a photograph of the Plant Industry Building. U. S. Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C. It is located in the
h»art of the city and is covered with Paroid Roofing. The Government also
It uses Paroid because it
u*es Paroid for exiWea, barracks, warehouses, etc.

A

HOME-MADE

7. Universe. 8. Suspense.
No. 19.—Broken Words: 1. Over-top
2. Leg-ate. 3. No-table.
No. 20.—Missing Presidents: 1. Wash
Offices or small t>tore to rent in the
lngton. 2. Adams. 3. Jefferson. 4
Davis Block, South Paris.

The New-York
Tri-Weekly Tribune
is

0

ο

Norway, Mo.

■

L M. TUFTS,

0

ο

Norway National Bank,

To the Hon. Chre.nck Hale, Judge of the Dl*
trlct Court of the United State? for the District
of Maine:
McNIEL, of Mexico, In the Coun
anil State of Malm,
tv of Oxford,
represents that
In said District,
on the 11th ilay of Starch, last past, he waο
luly a·(judged bankrupt under the ActehatCorgress relating to Bankruptcy; that be
rlglitduly surrendered all hie proi>erty an·! all
thi
of property, and has fully compiled with
requirements of eald Acte and of the orders o!
Court touching hie bankruptcy.
Wheretore he prays, That he may be decree·
by the Court to have a full discharge from al
debts provable against his estate under sal·'
Bankruptcy Acts, except euch debts as art
excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated thle i.<th da ν of Jan., Α. D. 1908.
JOHN McNIEL, Bankrupt.

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

0

ο

•

Bankrupt.

specialty.

0

»

Diagonals, left to right: The act oi
that the farmers will receive large
of melting. Diagonals, right
a
operation
in
of
«unis
money
payment. Probably
large share of this will be paid out in a to left: A slanderer.
short time aod there is no safer place to
No. 31.—A Well Known Book.
keep it and no better way to pay it our
than by opening a checking account in

In the matter of
JOHN McNIEI,

Crayon, Water color,

>0

means

Bankrupt's

High Grade Portrait Work
a

—

Apples

Mouldings s,JL JOHN

Sepia and Oil

Corn,

2^~TLirty five years of successful ser
vice to depositors.

Mats, Mirrors
&

AND

Correspondence on topic· of Interest to the ladles
la solicited. Address: Editor Homkmauuu'
CoLuiuf, Oxford Democrat, South Paris, Me

cod or haddock will do. Skin
it by loosening tbe skin about the bead
and draw down toward the tail, when it
will peel off easily. Now run your knife
down the back close to the bone, which
you take out. Cut the fish up in small
pieces and wash in cold water. The
head of the fisb, which has been cut off,
No. 26.—Poetical Puzzle.
may be put in about two quarts of water
By choosing the right word from and boiled twenty minutes. If your fish
each one of ihe following quotations is large, weighing about six pounds, use
sliced
the title of one of Longfellow's poems Ave good sized potatoes, pared and
thin, and two onions. Put a layer of powill be found in each group:
tatoes and onions in the pot, then a layer
L Even as the waving sedges play with I
of fish, and dredge in a little salt, pepper
wind,
and flour. Put in these layers until you
'Tis much when scepters are in chil-1
have used the fish. The amount of seadren's hands,
That hour of fairy revel.
soning used in all will be about one
—Shakespeare.
tablespoonful of ealt, one teaspoonful of
pepper and one teacupful of flour. Haye
1 The very virtue of compassion in thee.
half a pound of salt pork fried
ready
me
do
counsol
now
golden ]
His
might
brown; pour this over the fleh and add
service.
two quarts of cold water, and strain the
—Shakespeare.
water in which the head was boiled and
8ome legend low and long.
add to it. If this is not enough water to
—Sydney Dobell.
cover all, add some more cold water and
L The flnch, the sparrow and the lark.
cover tightly, boiling gently for half an
Spanish
Of breaches, ambuscadoes,
hour. When it is almost done put in
blades.
six crackers; or, if you prefer them not
Keep a gamester from the dice and
as tbe
good student from his book, and It much soaked, add them just
chowder is served. Some cooks add a
is wonderful.
—Shakespeare.
little rich milk about five minutes before
the flsh is cooked.
No. 27.—Syncopation.
FISH HASH.
Syncopate a uatlve of a city In Italy
If you have any flsh left from dinner,
and have the color of a horse.
use it for supper or breakfast in this
manner; Pick it in small pieces and free
No. 28.—Word Hunt.
from bones, and chop up finely some
a
In
line
a
curved
kingFind
certain
cold potatoes and mix with it.
Fry
dom.
brown eix slices of salt pork; now take
the
into
out the pork and turn the hash
No. 29.—Transposition.
frying pan, adding half a cupful of boilTranspose the eighth tone In the mu- ing water. Let this heat slowly, stirring
often. At the last spread it evenly in
sical scale and have a bird.
the pan and let brown; then fold it as
hot
you would an omelet and put on a
No. 30.—A Diagonal.
platter with the pieces of salt pork
aronnd it.

Pr. True's Elixir Is sold by druggists ererywhere at 35c. vc aud Jl.oo per bottle. A booklet
entitled "Chtldtrn an I Tkfir Jiisrasfs" will be
sent iree by simply rilniMllIg Dr. J. K. Trie
X Co., iubnrn, Mr. We have a special treatuieut for tape-worm. Scud for free book.

THE LARGE YIELD OF

MANAGER.

in

the

—

Maine

W. A. Porter,
Is

Thousands of people have worms and <lon't
know it, yet the symptoms are easily recognized.
Kveu though worms might not be present
this extraordinary remedy will effect wonderful
cltauges in the run-down system. It is a great
stomach aud liver tonic and regulator.
Worms in adults aud children can be readily
.letrcted from the following symptoms: Indi
g.-ition; a variable appetite; offensive breath
and foul tongue; eyes heavy and dull ; itching
of the nose; short,"dry cough ; grinding of the
teeth; starting during sleep; slow fever and
often, in children, convulsions and bed-wetting;
No matter
looseness; hard, swelled bowels.
how prouounced or how light the symptoms,

No. 25.—Word Squar*.
1. A heatiug apparatus In very common use.
2. À Latin preposition used
as a
prefix signifying among or between. 3. A number. 4. To grow to
great length, especially when creeping along the ground as a plant. 5. To
go In. 6L Pertaining to hydrophobia.

HOMBMAKEBS COLUMN.

World'· Biggest City.

{

^strict of Maine, se.
On this 1st day of Feb., A. D. 1908, on reading
he foregoing petition, It is
Ordered by the Court, that a hearing be ha<
ipon the same on the 21st day of Feb., A. D
DOS, before said Court at Portland, In said Dis
rlct, at 10 o'clock In the forenoon: and that no
Ice thereof be published In the Oxford l>emo
:rat, a newspaper printed In said District, an·'
hat all known creditors, and other persons In
nterest, may appear at the said time and place,
tnd show cause, If any they have, why th<
iraverof said petitioner should not be granted.
And it la further ordered by the Court, Thai
he Clerk ahall send by mall to all known credtors copies of said petition and tbla order, ad
Ireiied to them at their places of residence a*
tated.
Witness, the How. Clarence Hale, Judge
f the said Court, and the seal thereof, at Port
ind, In said District, on the 1st day of Feb.,
i. D. 1906.
JAMBS E.HEWET, Clerk.
a.J
true copy of petition and order thereon.
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AitartiJAHES E. HEWEY, Clark.
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ΛΟΤΙΟί: OF FORECLOSI UK.

IVIIKRKAH, Dnktr *. Cummin#* of All
In the County of Oxford an<l -tatc of Maine,
his mortttaKC "lee·!, dated October il, 1*97.
recorded In Oxford Registry of Dt»l», IhmiL

I

paire 3*9, convevcl to Phebe Atkinson accrtn'r
parcel Of real estais(ttllM In said Alliai.
Inscribed as follows: Commencing at the n t
••Hst corner of the tend of BUto )'. Ubnkt <
running north .'7 d grees east ten (10) rods a» I
eight (H) links to a stake and clone» marke t f
thence west io degree» north to the Un
.t
II 11. Wilbur to a stone marked C. A VV. ; ιr.
I
«outil 90 degrees wsst U> the county road
to Norway ; thence on ►aid road twenty ni Μ
rods and twelve (12) links to a -take and si
Lcbrokc. »ι I
in the corner of the land of said
thence north 29 decrees east twenty live (25) r·. η
bounds.
to the llrst mentioned
Mailing
convey my horn· steal place; aud wher·
aforesaid mortgage was ass'gned to W illiam Λ
t
Holt bv itenjandn Healev. residuary legate·*
■mid Pnebe .\tkln*on, which assignment Ι* Ί»ι·
September 27, 1904, and re- o'ded In mM reglstiv,
iiook >.*, age f; and whereas the said W
A. Holt asblgued said mortgage by hU dee I of
assignment ilate'l January 24, I!".'», and rccor·:·
In suΙΊ registry, book 21)", page 375, to Anna Κ
l'ummlngs; and whereas the said Anna K.■·
umm'ngs assigned said mortgage to m··,
undersigned, by lier aeslgr nient dated (ti t r
I, I'»I7, ltd recorded In said registry, book
page 171; and whereas the condition of s*M
mortgage has l*een broken now, tbererefore. ly
reason of the breach of said condition, I claim *
foreclosure of said mortgage.

February 3,1908.
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ALBION

L.CUMMINUS

NOTICE OF FORKCLOSt RK.
WHEREAP, Dexter A. ( umndngs of Albai y.
η the County of Oxford and State of Maine, l>y
lis mortgage deed, dated April 5th, ls'.t?\ and rr
:orded I- Oxford Registry, book 250, psgc .'*.1
•onveyed to Ar.na K. Cummlngs, a certain pan el
)f real estate sltunted In said * Ibany and de
«rlbed as foil jws : Beln/ a part of lot nine ('■>'·
•ange four (4), meaning to convey my home·
Head, bounded as follows: On the north and
»est by the Church lot and land of Η. Ο Wilbur,
>n the noitheast bv land of C.L.Cole; on the
;ast by lan<l of Rllla Y. I^ebroke, and on the
iouth by county road; and whereas the sail
Vnra K. Cummlngs, by h) r deed of asslgnmcn',
conveyed said mortgage »o me, the undersigned,
aid assignment being dated October 4, l'.»i7, and
worded In said registry, book 21*5, page 17< and
vlicreas tbe condition of said mortgage has been
iroken : now, therefore, by reason of the breach
hereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortgage
February 3, 1908.
-8
ALBION L.CUMM1NUS

Desirable Residence for Sale.
The Capt Η. N. Bolster home*
tead situated in South Paris village,
horoughly finished, hot water heat
ind all modern equipments attached,
t two
story house, ell and stable,
entrally located. Apply to
JAMES S. WRIGHT, Adm.

'à# I

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clcanar* sod besntiflss th· hair.
Promote· a loiunsnl frowtt
Never Falls to Hsrtor· Orsy
Bslr to 1U Touthril Co.or.
Cum κ«:ρ d'.MSM· a bslr tsilio*·
«e-sadSlJOOM Dngto*

